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AMENDED ORDER AND 
STIPULATION REGARDING 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR 
TEMPORARY R F ^ T R A I N I N G 
ORDER 
Civil No. 010405169 
l i l d j y Dc'llIM I' I ini l lKTg 
Defendants. 
224049-1 
Plaintiff's Motion for Temporary Restraining Order, dated May 9, 2001, came before this 
court on May 21, 2001, the Honorable Denise P. Lindberg presiding. Kenneth R. Ivory appeared 
for plaintiffs and W. Cullen Battle, J. David Pearce and Kevin Watkins appeared for defendants. 
I. ORDER 
Having considered the memoranda and affidavits submitted by the parties and the 
arguments of counsel, and based upon the stipulation of the Defendants appearing below! the ' '* 
court hereby denies plaintiffs' Motion for Temporary Restraining Order because plaintiffs have 
not demonstrated that they will suffer irreparable harm if a temporary restraining order is not 
issued. 
. MM/ 
DATED this ^> day offtrty; 2001. 
DftriSeP..Lindberg, 
Approved as to form: 
WyCullen Battle 
J.^ David Pearce 
Attorney for Defendants 
Kenneth R. Ivory 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
224049-1 
II. STIPULATION 
Defendants stipulate as follows: 
1. Defendants will not take any action in their official capacities as Mayor or 
members of the West Jordan City Council to cause the City to: 
a. sell, lease, encumber or rezone the city-owned parcel of property known as the 
areas J, K, L and N of the DAT Plan (the "Property"), or 
b. enter into any binding contracts that would commit the City to sell, lease, 
~7v? ^ encumber or rezone affecting the Property.
 n j a ^iJi/? ~-P 
without first giving, during thejsourse of this litigation, the Plaintiffs forty-five (45) days prior 
written notice to allow Plaintiffs to seek a preliminary injunction with respect to such action. 
2. Nothing in this stipulation shall prevent the Defendants or the City from engaging 
in any planning activities or sending out requests for proposals concerning any future disposition 
of the Property, nor shall it in any way restrict the activities of the Defendants or the City 
regarding the property known as the "Main Park." 
DATED this X day of-My; 200L 
j p - r g ^ 
WJZullen Battle 
J.pavidPearce 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN, 
A Professional Corporation 
Attorneys for Defendants 
224049-1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this _ i _ _ day of July, 2001,1 caused to be hand 
delivered a true and correct copy of the foregoing AMENDED ORDER AND STIPULATION 
REGARDING PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER, to: 
Kenneth R. Ivory, Esq. 
895 West Baxter Dr. 
South Jordan, Utah 84095 
(801) 326-0223 
~1 
224049-1 
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DISMISS 
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During a hearing held May 21, 2001 on Plaintiffs' Motion for a Temporary Restraining 
Order, counsel for Defendants stipulated orally to forbear taking various actions with respect to a 
disputed parcel of land (hereinafter the "Sugar Factory" property) owned by West Jordan City. 
Defendants' counsel subsequently submitted two written versions of the stipulation (an original 
and "amended.") Plaintiffs objected to the written stipulation as being incomplete. After 
reviewing the submissions and objection, the court on its own motion reviewed the audiotape of 
the hearing and, by interlineation, added another provision noted in the oral record but not 
reflected in either version submitted by the City. The CourtJ* then signed the Stipulation, as 
amended. From the record it appears, however, that the interlineated version was not distributed 
to the parties. The court now directs the clerk to issue the amended version of the stipulation 
whichdaigjit-the court believes more appropriately reflects the Defendants' oral stipulation. 
Now pending before the court are two additional motions: Defendants' Motion to Dismiss 
Counts 3 to 6 of Plaintiffs' complaint, and Plaintiffs' "Renewed" Motion for a Preliminary 
Injunction. The parties' motions, responses and replies have all been received and reviewed. 
Although Plaintiffs have asked for oral argument on their renewed motion, the court 
denies the request as unnecessary and Plaintiffs have failed to comply with the requirements of 
UtahR. Civ. Pro. 65A. See also CJA 4-501(3). Plaintiffs have not posted a security bond (nor 
asked the court to set an amount for such a bond) to compensate the Defendants if a wrongful 
order issued. Utah R. Civ. Pro. 65A(c). Moreover, Plaintiffs have failed to make the necessary 
threshold showing to establish the grounds for issuance of a preliminary injunction. Utah R. Civ. 
Pro. 65A(e). 
That said, based on the documents filed in connection with Plaintiffs' motion (in support 
and opposition), there is some basis to believe that Defendants may have taken action in violation 
of the Stipulation entered in open court. Accordingly, the court, on its own motion issues an 
Order to Show Cause why Defendants should not be held in contempt for the apparent violation. 
The clerk is directed to set a hearing on the Order to Show Cause on the court's next available 
civil calendar opening. 
Regarding Defendants' Motion to Dismiss, the court agrees with Defendants that this 
court lacks authority to enjoin a city council from taking whatever legislative action it deems to be 
appropriate as long as the city council actions (1) comply with applicable law, and (2) do not 
violate either a court order or the stipulation offered by Defendants in this case. As long as those 
requirements are met, the remedy available to disgruntled city residents is to exercise their power 
at the ballot box. For the same reason, this court will not act to declare that a duly elected city 
council lacks authority to act in its legislative capacity. Defendants in this case are the mayor and 
duly elected city council members of West Jordan City. As such, they are presumed and entrusted 
to act in the public interest. Moreover, the public interest is whatever a majority of the council 
determines it to be consistent with law and procedural due process. This court agrees that it lacks 
authority to remove municipal officers as requested by Plaintiffs in this case. For the reasons 
given in Defendants' memorandum and reply memorandum, Plaintiffs cannot rely on Utah Code 
Ann. §§ 10-3-826 or 77-6-1; there is simply no private right of action authorized under either of 
those statutory provisions. Given this determination, plaintiffs' last count also must fail. 
For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs' renewed Motion for Preliminary Injunction is 
DENIED. Defendants' Motion to Dismiss counts 3 to 6 in Plaintiffs' complaint is GRANTED. 
So Ordered. 
Entered this 22d day of October, 2001. By the court: 
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STATE OF UTAH, SALT LAKE COUNTY, SANDY DEPARTMENT 
ROBERT C. SHIPMAN; KATHLEEN M. 
ROLLMAN, DALE SWEAT, Individually 
and For and On Behalf of WEST JORDAN 
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DONNA EVANS, Mayor of West Jordan 
City; DONNA EVANS, an individual; 
ANDREW ALLISON, West Jordan City 
Council Member; ANDREW ALLISON, 
an individual; LYLE SUMMER, West Jordan 
City Council Member; LYLE SUMMERS, 
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Defendants. 
RULING ON VARIOUS MATTERS 
And FINAL ORDER OF DISMISSAL 
Case No. 010405169 
Judge Denise P. Lindberg 
On-@s&fee?-28, 2001 at 9:30 a.m., the parties appeared pursuant to the Court's October 
22, 2001 Order directing defendants to show cause why they should not be held in contempt for 
violating the pending Order and Stipulation Regarding Plaintiffs' Motion For Temporary 
Restraining Order. The Court also considered Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration, dated 
November 16,2001. W. Cullen Battle and Kevin R. Watkins appeared for defendants and 
Kenneth R. Ivory appeared for plaintiffs. Based upon the parties' submissions and the arguments 
of counsel, the Court hereby finds and orders as follows: 
1. Although the Court has concerns about defendants' conduct, a finding of contempt 
would subject the defendants to criminal penalties, and therefore, the applicable burden of proof is 
beyond a reasonable doubt. Because the evidence does not show beyond a reasonable doubt that 
defendants violated the Order and Stipulation Regarding Plaintiffs1 Motion For Temporary 
Restraining Order, the Court concludes that the defendants are not in contempt of court. 
2. Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration of Order Granting Defendants' Motion to 
Dismiss Counts 3-6 of Plaintiffs' Complaint is denied. 
3. Based upon City of West Jordan Ordinance No. 01-56, passed November 13, 2001, 
which ordinance repeals the General Plan Amendment that is the subject of plaintiffs' Complaint, 
the Court finds that there is no longer a case or controversy with respect to plaintiffs' remaining 
claims in this action. Accordingly, plaintiffs' First and Second Claims for Relief are dismissed. 
4. Regarding plaintiffs' claim for attorneys' fees, the Court finds that although 
plaintiffs have achieved success through the legislative process, they have not obtained any order 
granting relief in this action and cannot be viewed as prevailing parties entitled to an award of 
attorneys' fees under a private attorney general theory. Further, Plaintiffs have not shown 
prejudice under Utah Code Annotated 10-9-1001 as a pre-requisite for obtaining relief, including 
an award of attorneys' fees. Accordingly, the Court reaffirms the dismissal of plaintiffs' Sixth 
Claim for Relief and denies any award of attorneys' fees to plaintiffs. 
5. This shall constitute the final order of dismissal in this matter. 
DATED this 
Denise P. Ltndb' 
District Couct 
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IN TIIE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
SANDY DEPARTMENT 
ROBERT CSHIPMAN; KATHLEEN M. : 
ROLLMAN, DALE SWEAT, individually 
and for and on behalf of West Jordan City, : 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
: MINUTE ENTRY AND DECISION 
DONNA EVANS, individually and as Mayor ON PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR 
of West Jordan City; ANDREW ALLISON, : RECONSIDERATION 
individually and as West Jordan City Council 
Member; LYLE SUMMERS, individually : Civ. No. 010405169 
and as West Jordan City Council Member; 
CAROLYN NELSON, individually and as : Judge Denise P. Lindberg 
West Jordan City Council Member, 
Defendants. : 
On October 22, 2001 this court issued a Minute Entry and Decision addressing two motions that 
were pending before the court at the time: Plaintiffs' "renewed" Motion for a Preliminary 
Injunction and Defendants' Motion to Dismiss counts 3-6 of the Complaint. The court's Minute 
Entry and Decision denied Plaintiffs' Motion and granted Defendants' Motion.1 Although the 
court denied Plaintiffs' Motion, some of Plaintiffs' allegations regarding Defendants' actions 
concerned the court enough that, on its own motion, the court scheduled an Order to Show Cause 
("OSC") hearing to determine if Defendants had violated the terms of a stipulation entered in 
court in May 2001. The OSC hearing was held November 28, 2001. 
After the parties presented their positions at the OSC hearing the court determined that 
Defendants' actions appeared to skirt the terms of the stipulation. However, the court could not 
conclude, beyond a reasonable doubt, whether the West Jordan City Council's actions were taken 
with reliable knowledge of, and intent to, violate the stipulation. Accordingly, the court 
determined to take no official action against Defendants, but warned Defendants against further 
rOn November 10, 2001 Plaintiffs filed a "Motion for Reconsideration" of the October 22 Minute Entry 
and Decision. At the beginning of the hearing on November 28, 2001 the court noted that although "motions to 
reconsider" are not expressly recognized under the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, the court would treat it as a 
motion under rule 52(b). The court then orally denied Plaintiffs' motion. 
-1-
actions in derogation of the stipulation. 
In the courst of the discussion on November 28 it became apparent that developments subsequent 
to the November 2001 elections had mooted count 1 of the Complaint.2 Since that was the sole 
count remaining for determination after the court's prior decisions,3 the court declared the case 
"over" and requested that Defendants prepare an appropriate Order. A Ruling on Various 
Matters and Final Order of Dismissal was submitted and signed by the court on December 20th, 
2001. 
On December 10, 2001 again moved the court to "reconsider" its decision of November 28 
alleging a due process violation-i.e., failure to give notice and a hearing-in advance of dismissal 
for mootness. Plaintiffs' argued that at the November 28th hearing they were only prepared to 
deal with the allegations in the OSC, not with a discussion of the ordinance rescission. Plaintiffs 
also argued that they had filed a Rule 56(f) affidavit and should be granted discovery prior to the 
court entering a final determination in the case. Defendants oppose Plaintiffs' motion and have 
filed a supporting memorandum. The court adopts the reasoning of Defendants' memorandum in 
opposition and incorporates it herein by reference. 
It should be noted that Defendants had previously filed a Motion for a Protective Order and for 
Sanctions, to forestall discovery requests submitted by Plaintiffs. Although that Motion had been 
filed by Defendants on November 7, 2001, it had not been filed in the case file at the time of the 
OSC hearing. Accordingly, the court had not reviewed or ruled on Defendants' Motion (or 
Plaintiffs' Opposition thereto). The court has now reviewed those submissions and agrees with 
Defendants that discovery is not appropriate in a case where judicial review is confined to the 
record. The record is what it is; no amount of discovery will modify the basis for judicial review 
and action. In any event, the court agrees that Plaintiffs' failure to satisfy Rule 26, Utah R. Civ. 
Pro. precluded them from proceeding with discovery, even if it were otherwise appropriate. 
After the November 2001 elections but prior to the OSC hearing, the City Council had rescinded the 
controversial May 1, 2001 amendment to the General Plan. Because count 1 of the Complaint had asked for 
judicial review (under Utah Code Ann. §10-9-1001) of the now-rescinded ordinance, there was no longer a live 
issue for review. The City Council's enactment in May 2001 of that plan amendment, despite substantial 
community opposition, triggered the instant lawsuit. 
3At its May 21, 2001 TRO hearing the court denied Plaintiffs' request for a temporary restraining order 
(count 2 of the Complaint) relying on the City's proffered stipulation, which Plaintiffs accepted. On that basis the 
court determined that Plaintiffs did not face irreparable harm and therefore denied the requested TRO. Although 
not the basis for its decision on the TRO, at the May 21 hearing the court also questioned whether Plaintiffs could 
have established a likelihood of success on the merits. The court's subsequent Minute Entry, Decision and Order 
dated October 22,2001, granted Defendants' Motion to Dismiss counts 3-6 of the Complaint. Those counts 
requested (1) a Preliminary Injunction (count 3); (2) a Declaratory Judgment that the City lacked authority to 
undertake the actions complained of (count 4); (3) removal of Defendants from office (count 5); and (4) attorney's 
fees under a "private attorney general" theory (count 6). Based on the court's dismissal of those counts only count 
1 of the Complaint remained viable at the time of the OSC hearing. 
-2-
Plaintiffs' belated contention in some of their submissions that their Complaint sought 
extraordinary relief under Utah R. Civ. Pro is simply incorrect.4 (see e.g., Exhibit F to 
Memorandum in Suppoit of Defendants' Motion foi Projective Older and for Sanctions, Kenneth 
Ivory's letter to David Pearce dated October 10, 2001 claiming that "Rule 65B pertains to 
extraordinary relief from the wrongfiil use of. . . public authority . . . [and t]he entire substance of 
this action involves claims of wrongfiil use of public authority."). The fact is that Plaintiffs could 
not have acted under R. 65B(c) as claimed, since the rule requires either that (1) the Attorney 
General bring the action or (2) that he or she decline to so after receiving notice of from the 
claimants of their entitlement to "office[s] unlawfully held by another." UtahR. Civ. Pro. 
65B(c)(l) At no time have Plaintiffs contended that they were lawfully entitled to hold the offices 
from which they seek to remove Defendants. Nor did Plaintiffs at any time file any undertaking 
with sufficient sureties to pay any judgment for costs and damages that may be recovered against 
the petitioner in the proceeding." Id. Plaintiffs disingenuous claim is belied by the entire record 
and discussion with the court at the time of the May 2001 hearing and thereafter. Plaintiffs 
clearly did not satisfy the requirements of either Rule 65 A or 65B and therefore their request was 
properly denied. 
In summary, Plaintiffs repeated attempts to keep this case alive through their discovery requests, 
repeated motions for reconsideration, and now their Rule 56(f) motion, have no merit. The Rule 
56(f) is motion is DENIED. 
The court stands by its prior rulings and will not revisit the case again absent an order to do so by 
an appellate court. So Ordered. 
Dated this 18th day of January, 2002. 
By the court: 
2m 
Denise P. Liri 
Third District 
4
 Plaintiffs invoke R. 65B(c) in an attempt to bypass the requirements of Rule 26(d), which they did not 
comply with 
-3-
Case No: 010405169 
Date: Jan 24, 2002 
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GENERAL PROVISIONS 
PART 2 - PLANNING DOCUMENTS 
10-1-201 General Plan 
10-1-202 Capital Facilities Plan 
10-1-201 General Plan 
(a) Purpose and Scope. The City shall prepare and 
adopt a comprehensive, long-range general plan for 
present and future needs of the city, and growth and 
development of the land within West Jordan. 
(1) The plan may address the following matters: 
(A) Health, general welfare, safety, energy 
conservation, transportation, prosperity, civic 
activities, aesthetics, and recreational, educational, 
and cultural opportunities. 
(B) Reduction of the waste of physical, financial, 
or human resources that result from either excessive 
congestion or excessive scattering of population. 
(C) Efficient and economical use, conservation, 
and production of the supply of food and water, and 
drainage, sanitary, and otherfacilities and resources. 
(D) Use of energy conservation and solar and 
renewable energy resources. 
(E) Protection of urban development. 
(F) Protection and promotion of air quality. 
(2) The City Council may determine the 
comprehensiveness, extent, and format of the general 
plan. 
(b) Plan Preparation. The Planning Commission shall 
make and recommend to the City Council a proposed 
general plan for the area within the City of West Jordan. 
The plan may include unincorporated areas outside the 
boundaries of the City which are identified within an 
annexation declaration. The general plan, with 
accompanying maps, plats, charts, and descriptive and 
explanatory matter, shall show the Planning Commission's 
recommendations for development of the territory covered 
by the plan. The general plan shall include a housing 
element that meets the requirements of Section 10-9-307, 
Utah Code Annotated. The general plan may also 
include, among other things: 
(1) A land use element that: 
(A) Designates the proposed general distribution 
and location and extent of uses of land for housing, 
business, industry, agriculture, recreation, education, 
public buildings and grounds, open space, and other 
categories of public and private uses of land as 
appropriate. 
(B) Includes a statement of the standards of 
population density and building intensity 
recommended for the various land use categories 
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covered by the plan. 
(2) A transportation and circulation element 
consisting of the genera! location and extent of existing 
and proposed freeways, arterial and collector streets, 
mass transit, and any other modes of transportation 
that are appropriate, ail correlated with the land use 
element of the plan. 
(3) An environmental element that addresses: 
(A) The protection, conservation, development, 
and use of natural resources, including the quality of 
air, forests, soils, rivers and other waters, harbors, 
fisheries, wildlife, minerals, and other natural 
resources. 
(B) The reclamation of land, flood control, 
prevention and control of the pollution of streams and 
other waters, regulation of the use of land on 
hillsides, stream channels and other environmentally 
sensitive areas, the prevention, control, and 
correction of the erosion of soils, protection of 
watersheds and wetlands, and the mapping of known 
geologic hazards. 
(4) A public services and facilities element showing 
general plans for sewage, waste disposal, drainage, 
local utilities, rights-of-way, easements, and facilities for 
them, police and fire protection, and other public 
services. 
(5) A rehabilitation, redevelopment, and 
conservation element consisting of plans and programs 
for: 
(A) Historic preservation. 
(B) Elimination of blight and for redevelopment, 
including housing sites, business and industrial sites, 
and public building sites. 
(6) An economic element composed of appropriate 
studies and an economic development plan that may 
include review of municipal revenue and expenditures, 
revenue sources, identification of base and resident 
industry, primary and secondary market areas, 
employment, and retail sales activity. 
(7) Recommendations for implementing the plan, 
including the use of city policy governing zoning, 
subdivision, capital improvement plans, and other 
appropriate actions; and 
(8) Any other elements that the City considers 
appropriate. 
(c) General Plan Committee. In preparing the general 
plan, the Planning Commission shall obtain 
recommendations from the General Plan Committee as 
provided in Title 2 of the West Jordan Municipal Code. 
(d) Plan Adoption bv Planning Commission. After 
completing a proposed general plan for all or part of the 
area within the City, the Planning Commission shall 
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schedule and hold a public hearing on the proposed plan. 
The Planning Commission shall provide reasonable notice 
of the public hearing at least 14 days before the date of 
the hearing as required by Section 10-9-103(2) of the 
Utah Code Annotated. After the public hearing, the 
Planning Commission may make changes to the 
proposed general plan. The Planning Commission shall 
then forward the proposed general plan and 
recommendations to the City Council. 
(e) Plan Adoption by City Council. The City Council 
shall hold a public hearing on the proposed general plan 
recommended to it by the Planning Commjssion^and 
shall provide reasonable notice ot the public Tiearing at 
least 14 days before the date of the hearing as required 
by Section 10-9-103(2) of the Utah Code Annotated. The 
City Council may adopt the proposed general plan without 
amendment; amend the proposed general plan and adopt 
or reject it as amended; or reject the proposed genera! 
plan. 
(f) Legal Status of Plan. The general plan shall be 
considered only as an advisory guide for land use 
decisions. 
(g) Amendment of Plan. The general plan may be 
amended by following the procedures set forth in Sections 
10-1-201(d) and 10-1-201(e) of this Title. General plan 
amendments shall be subject to the following 
requirements. 
(1) The Planning Commission shall prepare a 
comprehensive update to the general plan at least once 
every five years. 
(2) Proposed general plan amendments shall be 
heard by the General Plan Committee quarterly in 
January, April, July, and October. Persons who wish to 
propose amendments to the general plan shall file their 
proposals 30 days prior to the hearing date. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Planning 
Commission may authorize proposed general plan 
amendments to be heard prior to the regularly 
scheduled meetings. Such authorization shall be by a 
motion which identifies a public purpose and reasons to 
act immediately. (Amended 12/5/00) 
(3) Persons proposing general plan amendments 
shall do the survey and analysis work necessary to 
justify the proposed amendment. To ensure the 
Planning Commission and City Council have sufficient 
information to evaluate each proposal, an applicant 
shall submit the following information: 
(A) For General Land Use Plan map amendments: 
(i) 8-1/2" x 11" map showing the area of the 
proposed amendment. 
(ii) Current copy of County Assessor's parcel map 
showing the area of the proposed amendment. 
(Hi) Mapped inventory of existing land uses within 
th& area of the proposed amendment and extending 
VT. mile beyond such area. 
(iv) Correct property addresses of parcels included 
within the area of the proposed amendment. 
(v) W ritten statement specifying the potential use 
of property within the area of the proposed 
amendment. 
(vi) Written statement explaining why the existing 
general plan designation for the area is no longer 
appropriate or feasible. 
(vii) Analysis of the potential impacts of the 
proposed amendment on existing infrastructure and 
public services such as traffic, streets, intersections, 
water and sewer, storm drains, electrical power, fire 
protection, garbage collection, etc. 
(viii) As part of the General Plan Land Use map 
amendment process, the applicant shall attempt to 
collect the signature of the property owner or 
authorized agent or, in the case of amendments 
affecting multiple properties, the signatures of a 
majority of the persons who own property within the 
area proposed for the General Plan Land Use map 
amendment. 
(B) For General Plan text amendments: 
(i) Written statement showing the desired 
language change. 
(ii) Written statement explaining why existing 
General Plan language is no longer appropriate or 
feasible. 
(iii) Analysis of the potential impacts of the 
proposed amendment. 
(iv) Map showing affected areas if the text change 
will affect specific geographic areas. 
(h) Effect of the Plan on Public Uses. 
(1) After the City Council has adopted a general plan 
or any amendments to the general plan, no street, park, 
or other public way, ground, place, or space; no publicly 
owned building or structure; and no public utility, 
whether publicly or privately owned, may be 
constructed or authorized until and unless it conforms 
to the plan, or it has been considered by the Planning 
Commission and approved by the City Council. Any 
construction or development that does not conform to 
the General Plan but is approved by the City Council, 
shall be considered an amendment to the general plan. 
(2) Changes in Streets. Before accepting, widening, 
removing, extending, relocating, narrowing, vacating, 
abandoning, changing of classification, acquiring land 
for, or selling or leasing any street or other public way, 
ground, place, property, or structure, the City Council 
shall submit the proposal to the Planning Commission 
for its review and recommendations. If any of the 
aforementioned items does not conform to the General 
Plan but is approved by the City Council, it shall be 
considered an amendment to the general plan. 
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10-1-301 Rules of Clarification 
(a) General. All provisions, terms, phrases and 
expressions contained in this Unified Development Code, 
Title 10 of the West Jordan Code, shall be liberally 
construed in accordance with the purposes of this Title. 
(b) Computation of Time. The time within which an act 
Is to be done shall be computed by excluding the first day 
and including the last day. In the computation of time for 
public hearing notice, both the first day (day of the 
advertisement) and the last day (day of the hearing) shall 
be excluded. The following time-related words shall have 
the meanings ascribed below. 
(1) "Day" means a calendar day unless working day 
is specified. 
(2) "Week" means 7 calendar days. 
(c) Fractional Numbers. 
(1) Except in acreage or density calculations, any 
numerical computation or measurement resulting in a 
fractional number, shall be rounded to the nearest 
whole number (a decimal of "5" in the tenth or 
hundredth positions shall be rounded up). 
(2) In the case of acreage calculation, any numerical 
computation or measurements shall be rounded to the 
nearest tenth (a decimal of "5" in the hundredth position 
shall be rounded up). 
(d) Conjunctions. Unless the context clearly indicates 
to the contrary, conjunctions shall be interpreted as 
follows. 
(1) "And" indicates that all connected items, 
conditions, provisions or events shall apply. 
(2) "Or" indicates that one or more of the connected 
items, conditions, provisions or events shall apply. 
(3) "Either . . . or" indicates that the connected 
items, conditions, provisions or events shall apply singly 
but not in combination. 
(e) Delegation of Authority. Whenever a provision 
appears requiring the City Manager, head of a 
department, or some other officer or employee to do some 
act or perform some duty, it shall be construed to 
authorize the City Manager, head of the department, or 
other officer to designate, delegate, and authorize 
subordinates to perform the required act or duty unless 
the terms of the provision or section specify otherwise. 
(f) Mandatory and Discretionary Terms, The words 
"shall" and "must" are always mandatory. The word "may" 
is permissive. 
(g) Non-Technical and Technical Words. Words and 
phrases shall be construed according to the common and 
approved usage of the language, but technical words and 
phrases and such others as may have acquired a peculiar 
and appropriate meaning in law shall be construed and 
understood according to such meaning. 
(h) Public Officials, Bodies and Agencies. All public 
officials, bodies, and agencies to which reference is made 
are those of the City of West Jordan, Utah unless 
otherwise indicated. 
(0 Tense. Words used in the past or present tense 
include the future as well as the past or present unless 
the context clearly indicates the contrary. 
0") Text. In case of any difference of meaning or 
implication between the text of this Title and any drawing 
or figure, the more restrictive shall control. 
10-1-302 Interpretation of Zoning Boundaries 
(a) Applicability. These provisions apply to the 
interpretation of the location of zone boundaries shown on 
the Official Zoning Map of the City of West Jordan. 
(b) Lot Block, and Tract Lines. Zone boundaries 
indicated as approximately following platted lot lines, 
block or parcel tract boundaries shall be interpreted as 
following such lines. 
(c) Center Lines or Edges. Zone boundaries indicated 
as approximately following the edge or center line, as the 
case may be, of a street, alley, railroad, highway or other 
public way, incorporated municipality, flood plain, body of 
water or topographic feature that was in existence when 
the boundary was established, shall be interpreted as 
following such edge or center line. 
(d) Street Abandonments. When a public road, street, 
or alley is officially vacated or abandoned, such property 
shall revert to the adjacent zoning. In the event that such 
property is adjacent to two zones, each zone shall extend 
to the center line of the right of way. 
(e) Uncertainties. Where physical or cultural features 
existing on the ground are at variance with those shown 
on the Official Zoning Map, or in case any other 
uncertainty exists, the location of zone boundaries shall 
be determined by the Zoning Administrator, subject to 
appeal as provided in this Title. 
10-1-303 Definitions 
As used in this Title, the words and phrases defined in 
this section shall have the following meanings unless the 
context clearly indicates a contrary meaning. 
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(a) General Terms. 
Accessory Use: A use which is incidental and 
subordinate to a prescribed permitted use within any 
respective zoning provisions. 
Attached Garage: A garage connected to a main 
building by a common or continuous building wall, 
a continuous foundation or a continuous roof line. 
Automobile Wrecking Yard (Commercial): Any lot, 
land or area, which must be screened with an opaque 
fence or enclosed in a building, and that is used for 
the storage, keeping, dismantling or salvaging of two 
or more automobiles or parts thereof. 
Berm: A mound of earth, generally two to six feet 
high, used to shield , screen, and buffer undesirable 
views and to separate land uses. 
Block: Land surrounded by streets and other rights-
of-way other than an alley, or land which is 
designated as a block on any recorded subdivision 
plat. 
Building: A permanently located structure for the 
shelter, housing, or enclosure of any person, animal, 
article or chattel. 
Building Accents: Architectural features on 
buildings which enhance the appearance and design 
of a building. Building accents are similar, but, not 
limited to, awnings, cornices, columns, courses, 
moldings, porticos, gables, quoins, etc. (Amended 
12/5/00) 
Building Facade: Any exterior wail of a building 
including windows, doors, and mansard, but not 
including a pitched roof. 
Building, Historic: Any building listed in the 
National Register of Historic Places, or on the Utah 
State Register of Historic Sites or otherwise 
determined to have historic or architectural 
significance by the Planning Commission. 
Building Line: A line parallel to the front lot line and 
at a distance therefrom equal to the required depth of 
the front yard and extending across the entire width 
of the lot. 
Building, Main: The principal building on a lot or 
building site designed or used to accommodate the 
primary use to which the premises are devoted. 
Where a permissible use involves more than one 
structure designed or used for the primary purpose, 
as in the case of apartment groups, each such 
permitted building on one lot as defined by this Title 
shall be construed as constituting a main building. 
Capital Facilities: Any or ail of the following facilities 
that have a life expectancy of ten or more years: 
water rights and water supply, treatment, and 
distribution facilities; wastewater collection and 
treatment facilities; storm water, drainage, and flood 
control facilities; roadway facilities; parks and 
recreation facilities, open space and trails; and public 
safety facilities. 
Carport: A covered automobile parking space with 
at least 2 sides open. 
City: The City of West Jordan, Utah, a municipal 
corporation. 
Community Based Design Program: The process 
followed by the City, business and property owners, 
residents, and the larger community to develop a 
master plan, standards, and concepts for the 
Downtown Action Plan. 
Concrete Masonry Units (CMU): a type of building 
material used in the construction of walls, fences, 
building facades, etc. Includes dyed or tinted split-
faced and smooth-faced block. (Amended 12/5/00) 
Conditional Use: A land use that, because of its 
unique characteristics or potential impact on the 
municipality, surrounding neighbors, or adjacent land 
uses, may not be compatible in some areas or may 
be compatible only if certain conditions are required 
that mitigate or eliminate the detrimental impacts. 
Conditional Use Permit: The permission granted by 
City authorities to use properties under special 
circumstances and with specific requirements and 
conditions attached. 
Construction: The materials, architecture, 
assembly, and installation of a building or structure. 
Context Area: The context area includes all adjacent 
parcels and property within approximately 1000 feet 
of a development. The context area is utilized to 
show the relationship of a development to its 
adjacent setting. 
Decibel (dB): A unit of measure used to express 
intensity of noise. 
Dedication: The setting aside of land, by an owner, 
for any general and public uses, reserving for himself 
no other rights than such as are compatible with the 
full exercise and enjoyment of the public uses to 
which the property is devoted. The intention to 
dedicate shall be evidenced by the owner by the 
presentment for filing of a final plat showing 
dedication thereon. The acceptance thereof by the 
City for public use shall be evidenced by the approval 
of such plat for recording as provided in this Title. 
Depth: The least horizontal distance between the 
front and rear lot lines and the building. 
Developer: The person, association or corporation 
developing or causing to be developed the property 
subject to the provision of this . For the purposes of 
residential construction outside of a recorded 
subdivision the applicant for the building permit shall 
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be deemed to be the Developer and shall comply 
with all applicable requirements of this Title. 
Development: Any man-made change to improved 
or unimproved real estate, including but not limited to 
buildings or other structures, mining, dredging, filling, 
grading, paving, excavation or drilling operations. 
"Development" also means (1) the property being 
developed and/or subdivided, or (2) the act, process 
or result of developing. 
Downtown Action Plan: The document created by 
the American Institute of Architects sponsored West 
Jordan Design Assistance Team to identify unique 
characteristics, standards, needs, and vision for the 
cooperative revitalization of the downtown area and 
used by the City to plan for the development or 
redevelopment of the targeted area. (Amended 
12/5/00) 
Downtown Advisory Team (DAT): The City Council 
authorized committee which, in conjunction with the 
Planning Commission and General Plan Committee, 
reviews the DAT plan, General Plan, study areas and 
projects, and creates plans and more detailed 
recommendations for specific downtown 
districts.(Amended 12/5/00) 
Downtown Implementation Team (DIT): The City 
Council authorized committee which, in conjunction 
with the Planning Commission, General Plan 
Committee and DAT Team, assists the City and 
property owners with implementing specific goals and 
objectives of the Downtown Action Plan, General 
Plan or district plans in the DAT area.(Amended 
12/5/00) 
Dwelling, Basement: Habitable space constructed 
in-Iieu-of a "foundation" as the construction "base" of 
a dwelling. The basement square footage is included 
in the total living space for all dwellings. 
Dwelling, Dwelling Unit: A building or portion 
thereof designed or used for residential occupancy, 
which has at least one kitchen and one bathroom and 
not including structures such as tents, motor homes, 
trailers, motels, motor lodges and hotels which are 
designed for temporary or transient human 
occupancy. 
Dwelling, Split-Levei: A dwelling built with levels of 
the home off-set so that one level does not cover the 
entire foundation or basement. 
Dwelling, Multi-Story: A dwelling built so that the 
first level (story) is on one level and covers the entire 
foundation or basement Additional living space is 
built above the main level giving a second (or more) 
story to the house. 
Dwelling, One-Level: A dwelling with one living 
level, built upon a foundation or basement or 
combination of the two (A rambler or split entry are 
typical of this type of dwelling). 
Dyed or Tinted Block: block that has been colored 
during the manufacturing process so that if chipped 
or split (meaning split-faced) the color is consistent 
throughout the btock. Does not inctade painting, 
staining or other colorizing methods. Gray block is 
not considered to be dyed or tinted. (Amended 
12/5/00) 
Earth Tone Colors: a color that is any of various rich 
warm colors with tones of brown or red-brown. 
(Amended 12/5/00) 
Easement: That portion of a lot or lots reserved or 
granted for the present or future use by a person or 
agency other than the legal owner or owners of said 
property or properties. The easement may be for use 
under, on or above the surface of said lot or lots. 
Elderly Person: A person who is 60 years old or 
older. 
External Illumination: Lighting which illuminates a 
building or structure from a remote position or from 
outside of the building or structure. 
Family or Household: Two or more persons related 
by blood, marriage, or adoption or foster children 
living together in a dwelling unit; or up to five 
unrelated individuals living together in and occupying 
a family dwelling unit. A group of handicapped or 
elderly individuals living in a special residence 
allowed by this Title. Up to two other persons who 
are hired for compensation such as nannies, 
servants, gardeners, custodians or security guards 
may reside in the same premises with any family. 
Fence: A structure serving as an enclosure, barrier, 
or boundary, which defines a private space and 
enhances the design of an individual site. 
Floor Area, Total: The square foot area of a building, 
including an accessory building, measured from 
outside wail surfaces and including basements, 
garages, porches, utility rooms, stairways, recreation 
rooms and storage rooms but excluding unroofed 
balconies and patios. 
Garage: A building designed for the parking or 
tecupocacy storage of automobiles of the occupants of 
the premise. 
General Plan: A document adopted by the City 
Council that sets forth general guidelines for 
proposed future development of the land within the 
City of West Jordan. 
Height of Building or Structure: The vertical 
distance measured from the average elevation of the 
finished grade adjacent to the point of measurement 
to the highest point of the coping of a flat roof, or to 
the deck line of a mansard roof or to the average 
height of the highest gable of a pitched or hipped 
roof. The height of a stepped or terraced building is 
the maximum height of the highest structural element 
of the building. Height, where not regulated in feet, 
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shall be regulated by stories, and a story shall be 
equal to 12 feet for purposes of measuring structures 
other than buildings. 
Home Occupation: An occupation or activity 
licensed to be conducted within a residential zone 
pursuant to the Business License Ordinance. In 
general, a home occupation is a residential 
accessory use so located and conducted that the 
average neighbor, under normal conditions, would 
not be aware of its existence. 
Horizontal Living Space: The total square footage 
of living space on a horizontal plane above ground 
level contained within the maximum horizontal 
perimeter. 
Human Scale: The relationship between the 
pedestrian and the built environment, which allows 
for and encourages interaction through the 
implementation of elements which offer walks 
through visually interesting and positive streets and 
spaces, creating opportunities for positive 
experiences, and providing a comfortable and safe 
environment in which people may interact. Buildings 
ranging in height from two to six stories, trees and 
pedestrian scaled signs and street lights, textured 
pedestrian paths, and semi-private spaces ail 
enhance this positive scale, thus de-emphasizing the 
role of the automobile. 
Intensity: The degree of a quantitative or qualitative 
measurement associated with a use of land or 
building which impacts surrounding property owners. 
Kennel: A licensed, commercial establishment 
where animals are boarded or temporarily sheltered. 
Kitchen: Any room and/or other place used or 
intended or designed to be used for cooking or for 
the preparation of food. 
Landscape Open Space: The area behind the 
"landscape setback" minus building footprint areas 
and minus 90% of the hard surface area (parking 
lots, etc.). The resulting computation shall be used 
to determine the number of trees required in 
commercial, business and industrial zones. 
Landscape Setback: The area dedicated to "street 
planting" running parallel to the front of the property 
(or side of the property when adjacent to a public 
roadway) 10 feet in depth measured from the back of 
curb, or where curb is nonexistent, the right-of-way 
line. This area includes the park strip and sidewalk 
where they exist. 
Living Space: The living space area shall be 
calculated from the horizontal exterior dimensions of 
all levels excluding porches, garages, patios, decks 
and unoccupied structures. 
Lot Area: The total area measured on a horizontal 
plane included within the lot lines of a lot or parcel of 
land. 
Lot Coverage: The total horizontal area of a lot or 
parcel covered by any building or structure which 
extends above the surface of the ground level and 
including any covered automobile parking spaces. 
Lot Depth: The mean distance from the front lot line 
to the rear lot line. 
Lot Frontage: The distance a lot extends along a 
Street usually measured along the front lot line. 
Lot Width: The distance between the side lines of a 
lot or parcel, measured at the front setback line. 
Lot: A parcel of real property shown as a delineated 
parcel of land with a number and designation on the 
final plat of a recorded subdivision; or a parcel of real 
property defined by metes and bounds, containing 
not less than the minimum area and width required in 
the zone in which it is located together with such 
yards, open spaces, lot width, and area as required 
by this Title. 
Lot, Corner: A lot situated at the intersection of two 
streets; or a lot located on a street which does not 
continue In a straight line and where the single of 
departure from the straight line exceeds 45 degrees. 
Lot, Double Frontage: A lot having frontages on 
two parallel or approximately parallel streets. 
Lot, Interior: A lot fronted on one side by a street. 
Lot Line Adjustment: The relocation of a property 
boundary line in a subdivision between two adjoining 
lots with the consent of the owners of record. 
Lot Line, Front: a line separating a lot from a street. 
Lot Line, Rear: The line or lines most distant from 
and generally opposite the front lot line, except that 
in the case of an interior triangular or gore-shaped 
lot, it shall be a "constructive" straight line 10 feet in 
length which is parallel to the front lot line or its chord 
and intercepts the two side lot lines at points most 
distant from the front lot line. 
Lot Line, Side: Any \o\ boundary Vine which is not a 
front lot line or rear lot line. 
Lot, Panhandle: A lot, the main body of which does 
not front on a street, that is usually located at the rear 
of another lot, and is accessed to the street by a 
narrow portion or "panhandle". 
Manufactured Home Park or Subdivision: A 
parcel (or contiguous parcels) of land divided into two 
or more manufactured home lots for rent or sale. 
Masonry: Stone, brick, dyed block or split-faced 
concrete block. Masonry shall not include stucco. 
Metes and Bounds Subdivision: A small 
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subdivision of property not to exceed 10 lots which is 
described by legal description. 
Mineral Extraction: Removal of sand, gravel, dirt, or 
Other non-ferrous materials by grading or excavating. 
Modular Unit: A structure built from sections which 
are manufactured in accordance with the 
construction standards adopted pursuant to section 
58-56-4 of the Utah Code and transported to a 
building site, the purpose of which is for human 
habitation, occupancy or use. 
Motor Home: A motor vehicle built on a truck or bus 
chassis and designed to serve as self-contained 
living quarters for recreational travel and use. 
Nonconforming Structure: A structure that (i) 
legally existed before its current zoning designation; 
and (ii) because of subsequentzoning changes, does 
not conform with the setback, height restrictions, or 
other applicable requirements of this Title. 
Nonconforming Lot: A lot that (i) legally existed 
before its current zoning designation; and (ii) 
because of subsequent zoning changes, does not 
conform With the lot size or other dimensional or 
property development standards applicable in the 
zone where the lot is located. 
Nonconforming Use: A use of land that (i) legally 
existed before its current zoning designation; (ii) has 
been maintained continuously since the time the 
zoning regulation governing the land changed; and 
(Hi) because of subsequentzoning changes does not 
conform with applicable requirements of this Title. 
Other Nonconformity: A situation other than a 
nonconforming lot, structure, or use that (i) legally 
existed before the current zoning designation of the 
lot where the nonconformity is located; and (ii) 
because of subsequent zoning changes, does not 
conform with applicable requirements of this Title. 
Owner Participation: The application and approval 
process under Utah law which allows property 
owners to participate in a development or 
redevelopment project. 
Pedestrian Scale: See "Human Scale" 
Perimeter Building Pad: A separate building 
location (usually along the street frontage) which is 
200 feet in width or less, which may be developed or 
designated in connection with a larger commercial 
site. 
Permitted Use: A use or occupancy of a building or 
a use of land which is allowed in the respective zones 
in this Title without specific approval of the Planning 
Commission but which complies with provisions of 
the zone in which the use is to be conducted. 
Person: An individual, firm, partnership, corporation, 
company, association, joint stock association, or 
governmental entity. It includes a trustee, receiver, 
assignee or similar representative of any of the 
foregoing. 
Parking Space: An area designated within a parking 
area for the parking of a single motor vehicle. 
Public: That which is under the ownership or control 
of the United States Government, Utah State or any 
subdivision thereof, Salt Lake County, or the City (or 
any departments or agencies thereof). 
Residential Accessory Structure/Building: A 
building or other structure on the same lot as a 
dwelling, which structure is used for the non-
business, private activities of the occupants of the 
dwelling, including garages, carports, patios, lawn 
mower sheds, hobby rooms, satellite dishes, 
swimming pools, tennis courts, barbecue pits, 
flagpoles, and structural objects. 
Setback: The required distance on a lot between a 
building and a property line, or designated right-of-
way line. 
Sight-obscuring fence. A sight-obscuring fence is 
one which does not permit vision through each 
square foot more than eight (8) inches above the 
ground. 
Site Plan: A schematic, scaled drawing of a building 
lot or location which indicates the placement and 
location of yards, property lines, adjacent parcels, 
utilities, topography, waterways, irrigation, drainage, 
landscaping, parking areas, driveways, buildings, 
trash containers, open storage, streets, sidewalks, 
curbs, gutters, signs, lighting, fences and other 
features of existing or proposed construction or land 
use. 
Start of Construction: Includes Substantial 
Improvements, and means the date the building 
permit was issued, provided the actual start of 
construction, repair, reconstruction, placement, or 
other improvement was within 180 days of the permit 
date. "Actual start" means either the first placement 
of permanent construction of a structure on a site, 
such as the pouring of a slab or footings, the 
installation of piles, the construction of columns, or 
any work beyond the stage of excavation; or the 
placement of a manufactured home on a foundation. 
Permanent construction does not include land 
preparation, such as clearing, grading and filling; nor 
does it include the installation of streets and/or 
walkways; nor does it include excavation for a 
basement, footings, piers, or foundations or the 
erection of temporary forms; nor does it include the 
installation on the property of accessory buildings, 
such as garages or sheds not occupied as dwelling 
units or not part of the main structure. 
Story: The space in a building between the surface 
of a floor and the surface of the floor or roof above it. 
A story shall be equal to 12 feet for purposes of 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
measuring structures other than buildings. 
Structure: Any building, shelter, sign, wall, fence, 
pole or other improvement constructed or installed 
and permanently attached to the ground. 
Substantial Improvement: Any repair, 
reconstruction, or improvement of a structure, the 
cost of which equals or exceeds 50 percent of the 
market value of the structure either: (1) before the 
improvement or repair is started, or (2) if the structure 
has been damaged and is being restored, before the 
damage occurred. For the purpose of this definition 
"substantial improvement" is considered to occur 
when the first alteration of any wall, ceiling, floor, or 
other structural part of the building commences, 
whether or not that alteration affects the external 
dimensions of the structure. The term does not, 
however, include either: (1) any project for 
improvement of a structure to comply with existing 
state or local health, sanitary, or safety code 
specifications which are solely necessary to assure 
safe living conditions, or (2) any alteration of a 
structure listed on the National Register of Historic 
Places or a State Inventory of Historic Places. 
Subdivision: Any land that is divided, re-subdivided, 
or proposed to be divided into two or more lots, 
parcels, sites, units, plots, or other division of land for 
the purpose, whether immediate or future, for offer, 
sale, lease, or development either on the installment 
plan or upon any and all other plans, terms, and 
conditions. Subdivision includes (i) the division or 
development of land whether by deed, metes and 
bounds description, devise and testacy, lease, map, 
plat, or other recorded instrument, and (ii) divisions of 
land for all residential and nonresidential uses, 
Including land used or to be used for commercial, 
agricultural, and industrial purposes. "Subdivision" 
does not include a recorded agreement between 
owners of adjoining properties adjusting their mutual 
boundaries if (i) no new lot is created, and (ii) the 
adjustment does not result in a violation of applicable 
requirements of this Title; or a recorded document, 
executed by the owner of record, revising the legal 
description of more than one contiguous parcel of 
property into one legal description encompassing all 
such parcels of property. 
Travel Trailer: A vehicle, other than a motor vehicle, 
which is designed or used for temporary human 
habitation and for travel or recreational purposes, 
which is less than eight feet in width and forty feet in 
length, and which may be moved upon a public 
highway without a special permit or chauffeur's 
license without violating vehicle or traffic codes. 
Tree: Any object of natural growth of height greater 
than 8 feet. 
Unique Characteristics: Elements of design that 
are regulated by this Title which can be modified for 
businesses or properties within a zone. 
Use: The purpose for which a lot or structure is 
designed, arranged or intended or for which it is 
occupied or maintained. 
Variance: A modification, granted by the Board of 
Adjustment, of a zone's requirement for height, bulk, 
area, width, setback, separation, or other numerical 
or quantitative requirement for a building or structure 
or other site improvements which are set forth in this 
Title. 
Vehicle: An automobile, trailer, boat or other device 
in which a person or thing is or can be transported 
from one place to another along the ground, through 
the air or over the water. 
Yard: A space on a lot or parcel unoccupied and 
unobstructed from the ground upwards by buildings, 
except as otherwise provided in this Title. 
Yard, Front: A yard across the full width of the lot 
extending from the minimum required building 
setback line to the front line of the lot. 
Yard Measurement: In measuring a yard for the 
purpose of determining the width of a side yard, the 
depth of a front yard or the depth of a rear yard, the 
least horizontal distance between the lot line and the 
building shall be used." For new construction where 
lots abut a street that is designated a major street in 
the General Plan, all yards abutting said street shall 
be measured from a line which is one half of the 
proposed right-of-way width from the center line or 
from the lot line, whichever provides the greater 
setback. 
Yard, Rear: A yard across the full width of the lot 
extending from the minimum required rear building 
setback line to the rear line of the lot. 
Yard, Side: A yard extending between the front 
setback line and rear setback line parallel to the side 
lot line. 
Zone: An area of the incorporated territory of the 
City which has been given a designation which 
provides for the regulation and restriction of the 
erection, construction, reconstruction, alteration, 
repair or use of buildings or structures, or the use of 
land all as set forth and specified in this Title. 
(b) Uses. 
(1) Residential Uses 
Accessory Building or Structure: A building, the 
use of which is incidental to that of the main building 
on the lot. 
Dwelling, Multiple-Family: A building constructed 
entirely on site which is designed for occupancy by 3 
or more families or households living independently 
of each other and containing 3 or more dwelling 
units. 
Dwelling, Single-Family: A building constructed 
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THE CITY OF WEST JORDAN, UTAH 
A Municipal Corporation 
RESOLUTION NO. frl-^P 
A RESOLUTION AMENDING THE CITY OF WEST JORDAN 
CITY COUNCIL RULES OF PROCEDURE 
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of West Jordan has adopted Rules of 
Procedure m order to assist them with conducting efficient and effective meetings of the City 
Council: and 
WHEREAS, it is necessary trom time to time to amend these Rules of Procedure as 
more efficient means of conducting meeting becomes apparent; and 
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of West Jordan desires amend the City 
Council Rule1; nf Procedures as more fully set forth below. 
NOW. THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF 
WEST JORDAN, UTAH THAT: 
Section 1. The City of West Jordan City Council Roles of Procedure are hereby 
amended, and shall read as more fully set forth in Exhibit A, which 
exhibit is hereby incorporated herein and made a part hereof by this 
reference. 
Section 2. This Resolution shall take effect immediately 
Adopted by the City Council of West Jordan, Utah, thisl'/^ay of April, 2001. 
CITY OF WEST JORDAN CITY COUNCIL 
ATTEST: 
By: 
Mayor Donna Evans 
MELANIEBRfgeS 
City Recorder 
XcXfcQtt^KCL 
Voting by the City Council "AYE" "NAY" 
Andrew M. Allison 
Natalie G. Argyle 
Gordon M. Haighi 
Carolyn G. Nelson 
Brian D. Pitts 
Lyle M. Summers 
Mayor Donna Evans 
Oka; 
K_ 
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EXHIBIT A 
CITY COUNCIL RULES OF PROCEDURE 
The following are rules of procedure for the City of West Jordan City Council which 
apply to all City Council meetings held by the City Council and which may be amended 
from time to time. 
RULE 1: RULES OF CONDUCT 
Roberts Rules of Order shall be used for conducting all meetings of the City of West 
Jordan City Council. These Rules may be suspended by a 2/3 vote of City Councilmembers 
present at a City Council meeting when necessary. These Rules shall he followed except 
when in conflict with the Ordinances of the City of West Jordan or laws of the State of Utah* 
The version of Robert's Rules of Order to be used by the City of West Jordan City Council 
shall be the Webster New World Robert's Rules of Order Simplified and Applied. 
RULE 2: PRESIDING OFFICER 
The Mayor shall be the presiding officer or Chair of all meeting1; of the City Council. 
In the Mayor's absence, the Mayor Pro Tern shall preside. If the Mayor Pro Tern is absent, 
the City Councilmember with the longest tenure shall then be the presiding officer. 
RULE 3: MEETING TIME 
The City Council shall meet on the 1 * through 4th Tuesdays of each month as follows: 
The 1st and 3rd Tuesdays shall be Business Meetings of the City Council, and the 2nd 
and 4th Tuesdays of the month shall be Planning Meetings. Business and Planning meetings 
will commence at 7:00 p.m. Closed Meetings will generally begin at 6:15 p.m. prior to any 
regular Business or Planning Meeting. All meetings will be held pursuant to the Utah Open 
Meetings Act. The City Recorder shall be responsible for providing notice of meeting times 
as required by Utah law. 
Special meetings may be held on days other than Tuesdays at the discretion of the 
City Council Emergency meetings may be called by the Mayor or a member of the City 
Council as provided by the laws of the State of Utah. 
The City Council may impose a curfew on its meeting by a 2/3 vote of its members, 
RULE 4; MEETING AGENDA 
The City Manager shall be responsible for providing to the City Council a written 
agenda which includes a list of those items which should be discussed or acted upon by the 
City Council. These will include agenda items provided to the City Manager by both the 
Administrative staff and the City Council. When requested by the Mayor oi City Council, 
the City Manager shall place on the agenda those items, and information relating to those 
items, which the Mayor and individual members of the City Council ask to be placed on the 
agenda. Citizens desiring that a particular item be included on the City Council agenda may 
request in writing that a particular issue be placed on that agenda. All requests by citizens 
must be made at least ten (10) days prior to the City Council meeting at which that citizen 
would like to have the item discussed, and must be sponsored by a City Council member or 
the City Manager. All agenda items will be heard at the discretion of the City Council. 
RULE 5: QUORUM 
A quorum of the City Council shall be four (4) or more members of the City Council 
present at a City Council meeting. A quorum is required for any meeting of the City 
Council to proceed, A quorum is also required in order for any vote of the City Council to 
be binding upon the City. 
RULE 6: BUSINESS MEETING PROCEDURE 
Business meetings of the City Council shall generally include the following items 
which shall be listed on the agenda in the following order: 
Ceremonies, Citizen Comments, Consent Items, Presentation Items, Public Hearings, 
Business Items, Discussion Items, and Open Discussion. The order of the agenda may be 
changed upon the request of the Chairperson or the City Manager in order to accommodate 
special circumstances. Also, a majority of the City Council may change the order of the 
agenda by a motion and majority vote of approval by the Council during the course of a 
meeting. 
Ceremonies. The Ceremonies portion of the meeting shall generally begin with the 
pledge of allegiance and an invocation. 
Citizens Comments. "Citizens Comments shall be the time when individuals may 
address the City Council regarding either items on the agenda or other issues of concern to 
them. Citizens shall be allowed approximately three (3) minutes to address the Council, and 
the period allowed for Citizens Comments shall not exceed a total of thirty (30) minutes. 
Citizens will not be allowed to make ad homincm statements about individual City Council 
members or employees of the City of West Jordan. 
Consent Items. Consent items are those which do not require a discussion or have 
been previously discussed by the City Council Any member of the City Council may 
request that an item be pulled from the Consent portion of the agenda for discussion. A roll 
call vote may be necessary for approval of Consent Items. 
Presentation Items. Presentation Items are those where Boards, Commissions or 
others may present information to the City Council. Generally the City Council should not 
take any final actions following Presentation Items but may do so when appropriate. 
Public Hearings. Public Hearings shall be held when required by law. The City 
Council may hold Public Hearings on other items when considered necessary by the City 
Council. Public Hearings shall be conducted as follows: Prior to opening the Public 
Hearing a member of the staff shall provide the City Council with information related to the 
item for which the Public Hearing is being held. Following presentations of information by 
a member of the City staff, the individual or representative for whom the agenda item has 
been brought forth shall be provided the opportunity to speak to the City Council and 
present any additional information which the individual or representative deems appropriate. 
The presiding officer shall then declare that a Public Hearing is open and allow those 
citizens who desire to speak to come forward and address the City Council. All individuals 
who wish to address the City Council at a Public Hearing must complete in writing a request-
to speak at the Public Hearing. All cunirncnts at each Public Hearing will be limited to 
approximately three (3) minutes, and the period allowed for each public hearing shall not 
exceed a total of thirty (30) minutes. Individuals addressing the City Council must provide 
the City Council with their full name and address. When those citizens who have requested 
to address the City Council have completed making their comments, the presiding officer 
shall then declare that the Public Hearing is closed. At that time the City Council may then 
discuss the items for which a Public Hearing was held and vote as necessary. 
Business Items. Business Items are those which require a vote of the City Council 
or other formal City Council action. These items should generally be in the form of a 
resolution or ordinance. 
Discussion Items. Discussion Items are those which do not require formal City 
Council action and provide an opportunity for the City Council to informally discuss policy 
issues which may require additional information or fuimal action at a later date. This will 
also provide an opportunity for the City Manager to provide the City Council with updates 
and progress reports on particular issues of concern to the City Council 
Open Discussion. Open Discussion is a time for the City Manager to provide the 
City Council with general information which does not require formal action. Open 
Discussion is also a rime when City Councilmember* may icquest fiom the City Manager 
additional information regarding the City administration. Any information provided either 
by the City Manager or City Councilmembers should not be voted upon, but should be 
placed on the next regular Business meeting agenda. 
RULE 7: PLANNING MEETINGS 
Planning Meetings are a time for the City Council tu hcai reports, review budget or 
policy items, view presentations, and generally discuss in an informal manner the business 
of the City. These meetings are also appropriate for training sessions for the City Council. 
The City Council may also discuss ordinances, resolutions and other matters of city 
government, but generally will not vote upon 6uch mailer*. When nwc^ary for purposes 
of efficiency and expedience, however, the City Manager or City Council may request that 
certain matters be voted upon during the City Council Planning meetings. 
RULE 8: VOTING 
When a City Councilmember has a conflict of interest and does not wish to vote, the 
City Councilmember must declare that he or she has a conflict before discussion or debate 
on the agenda item begins. Any member abstaining from voting shall not participate in the 
debate. City Councilmembers may vote only in an open and public meeting as set fonh by 
the Utah Open and Public Meetings Act. No action is binding without four votes of the City 
Council. 
RULE 9: CENSURE 
The City Council, by a two-thirds vote, may fine or expel any member of the City 
Council from a City Council meeting for disorderly conduct. 
RULE 10: SUSPENSION OF RULES 
The City Council may suspend these rules by a two-thirds vote of its members present 
at a City Council meeting. 
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CHAPTER 7 
PURCHASES AIND ENCUMBRANCES 
2-MOl SCOPE 
2-M02 SERVICES 
2-7-103 SUPPLIES, MATERIALS AND KOI 111'iMkiNl. 
2-7-104 CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS. 
2-7-105 PERFORMANCE BONDS. 
2 7106 REJECTION OF BIDS OR PRICE QUOTATH >NS. 
2 7 107 PRE-QUALIFICATION OF BIDDERS, PROP( iN|..|NTS & SUPPLIERS. 
2-v-108 PETTY CASH ACCOUNTS. 
7-7-109 PAYMENT OF REPETITP ' CI HN I IM' ' M'AI, (INOIN I ' W K O I l ) 
OBLIGATIONS. 
2-7-110 PAYMENT OF P A Y R O ^ v^L lC AIM HNS 
2-7-111 PAYMENT TO BE MADE FROM BOND PROCEEDS 
2-7 112 DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS PROPERTY 
2- 7-113 ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS AND POLICTF c 
2-7-114 SANCTIONS 
2-7-101 SCOPE 
(a) No purchases shall be made and no encumbrances shall be incurred for the benefit 
of the City, except asprovided in Sections 10-6-121, 10-6-122,10-6-123,10-6-139 and 10-7-20, 
Utah Code Annotated, 1953 as amended, and in this Chapter. 
(b) No purchases shall be made and no encumbrances shall be incurred unless iiin.ls 
sufficient to cover the purchase or encumbrance have been budgeted and are available and the 
purchase is approved by the appropriate City officials as herein provided. 
(c) No officer or employee of the City shall purchase for and on bchull' ol the ( i ly 
any material or supplies, goods, wares, merchandise, or services of any kind or character, except 
through the City Manager or his designee, and no voucher, check or other method of payment 
shall be honored if this method- is not follpwed; provided,.however, that this subsection shall not 
apply t<3 emergency, purchases as specifically provided for-in subsection (e) hereafter. 
(d) No offi^iror employee of the City shall-request any merchant, dealer oi other 
vendor to deliver goods to the City except' on a regular purchase order from-the City Vlanager or 
his desjgp.ee, excepTih the case of emergency purchases as provided for in subsection iej 
immediately hereafter. 
(e! '" all case's vvhe.v mereis an emergency or immediate need'fof: any materia! or' 
supp . uudise, oc services of any kind or character by airy department.. »r 
whe oc4 tu piuoiid^e supplies, goods, merchandise or services involves the lite health or 
safe e. citizens of the City of West Jordan*' the departmenthead or other authorized 
repr< VQ shall immediately purchase such'goods or services as described above, and then 
write on tneir purchase order to the Cjty Manager or nis designee the wotds, "For Emergency 
Purposes" and submit the purchase order tti theCity manager with a brief description of the 
events giving rise to the immediate need'to "make'"an, emergency purchase'. Wherever 
circumstances permit, the („, , Manager or his designee shall propose nsts of approved vendors 
for emergency purposes, 
(f) Whenever the purchase ordering department head and the City Manager concur 
that sendees, supplies, materials and equipment surpasses competing services, supplies, materials 
and equipment in terms of quality, serviceability and longevity, such services, supplies, materials 
and equipment may be purchased notwithstanding the fact that competing services, supplies, 
materials and equipment could be procured at less cost. 
(g) Nothing contained in thr Ordinance sha! • .d to preclude a~-. *.uv 
Manager or his designee from joining with otlu umh* oi government in cooperative purchasing 
plan: wj\h authorization from the City ComK\ 
. ., Notwithstanding the provisicMib 1 «*•*.- ,.. ... whenever any purchase or 
encumbrance is made with State or federal funds and the applicable State or federal law or . 
regulations are in conflict with this Chapter to the extent that following the provisions of this 
Chapter might jeopardize the use of those funds or future State or federal funds, such conflicting 
provisions of this Chapter shall not apply and the City shall follow the procedi ire reqi lired by the 
State or federal law or regulation. 
(I) In order to provide for continuity and efficiency the City is authori /^ • r 
into service agreements for up to a five year period. 
2 • ^>2 SERVICES. 
(a) Contracts for services where the amount to be paid by the City is less than $5,000, 
must be approved by the respective Department Head. 
fyx - ' ».*ts for services where the amount to be paid by the City is between 
% * * [i anu b "•  !< - must be approved by the City Manager. 
•acts for services where the amount to be paid by the City is $15,000 or 
more, shall be awarded only after competitive proposals have been requested and received, and 
after approval bv the City Council unless the purchase is for a specific service, or for the 
payment of a particular obligation for which the City Council has approved as part of the annual 
City of West Jordan budget. 
Contracts for services, after r.otnnnim <• prnpnsjih lun «' heep n >.eived, 
may be entered into tor up to five years 
(d) In addition to the above criteria, contracts for architectural, accounting, 
engineering, legal, or other licensed professional services shall be awarded based upoh 
consideration of demonstrated competence and qualification and at fair and reasonable pru c * 
(e) A Notice of Requests for Competitive Proposals for contracts for services w.1: ^ 
the amount to be paid for services is $15,000 or more must be published in a paper of ^cne:. 
circulation at least once, and At least one week prior to the date when the proposals are due. 
lis requirement may be waived by the City Manager where a notice for 
•••iddcrs? pursuant to 2-7-107 of this chapter, has been made by publication as 
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longer needed, the department head having control of such property shall notify the City 
Manager. The City Manager shall notify other City departments of the availability of such 
property. The City Manager shall supervise the transfer of such, property to the department 
requesting the property. If the property is obsolete or unsuitable for use, the property shall be 
disposed of in accordance with this section. 
^ j W hen necessary, the City Manager or his designee shall prepare and present a 
listing to the City Council of all City-owned property which is obsolete or unsuitable for use and 
which should be declared surplus. After the City Council has declared the property to be surplus, 
it may be sold at an auction to the highest bidder, Such sale may be, in the discreti.-n :<*v.».- . ;.. 
Manger, at public auction or by sealed bid. 
Notice of such public auction or invitation for sealed bids shall be 
; -ncd at leuol once in a newspaper of general circulation in the City or may be posted at three 
public places at least 10 days but not earlier than 30 days prior to such auction or opening o: 
bids. The notice shall describe the property to be sold, the terms of sale and the place and time of 
such auction or bid opening. The City Manager or his designee shall be responsible for 
conducting such public auction or bid opening. The City Man^p* b^„.a,.I.l have the right to reject 
all bids, 
. (d) ' If the surplus item is subjected to sale to the highest biddd <u public auction and 
remains unsold, the City Manager may sell the surplus item to any person C^  *uch price as the 
r j" . Manager deems appropriate, 
/
"^ Monetary proceeds from the sale or other disposition n(' iitnnK pur ^ \;\ m i|ils 
i r^ iall be credited to the Fund Sundry account. 
Where real or personal property is of such a size, shape, or is so mi. . ure • 
euble to the general public, the above requirements may be waive ; real 
r•'.':*?•- H:-:', be sold with the approval of the City Council. 
2 . ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS "AND POLICIK^ 
-'be City Manager may prescribe administrative regulations and policies concerning 
piurcity acquisition and disposal which are consistent with the provisions of this Chaniri. 
2-7-114 SANCTIONS 
(a) It is .unlawful: .;.. 
(1) For any bidder or pi, . . ; . >.„ or officer thereof. 
in restraint of freedom of co i,, v >.* • -_ 
person, bidder, or prospective bidder, to I 
practices among competitors; 
(2) For any person to offer or to give to any employee of the City or any 
member of his immediate family, any gift, whether in the form of money, 
astc 
orpe 
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services, loan,, travel, entertainment, hospitality, promise, or other form, under 
circumstances which could reasonably k intended to influence the employee in 
his or her duties concerning the award of any contract or order of purchase, or for 
any City employee to directly or indirect I ;•  solk'p or directly or Indirectly accept 
any such gift for such purpose, 
(3) For any City employee or oliu. dvance of the opening of 
the bids the content of any bid invited i >\ competitive bidding 
procedure. 
(4) For any City employee or officer to actively participate in tin muiilm ,,i 
a contract from which he will directly benefit. 
(5) For any City employee or officer or other person to appropriate ft w 
personal or private use any City property. 
-: City employee or officer committing anv of the foregoing ach n"j) 
discharged or .suspended from employment. 
ic fallowing contracts are, in the discretion of t!v go\erring ;->.;^  
ontracts which result from a con1, ' ' • •• * i.*r »iv. hapicro: 
otner applicable law; 
(2) Contracts awarded to a person or firm influencing L,..
 U
I 
contract by offering something of value to any City employee 
(3) Contracts awarded by an official or employee circ;?- - v«>:^  
requirements of this: Chapter or other applicable statute. 
~ ,e City Council hereby declares that contracts awarded undei - • .
 ;Mtu.. os '•' 
described above would not have been entered into on behalf of the City if the at'*;.* .. misconduct 
had been discovered prior to the execution of the contract. In this regard, the City Council 
further declares that no City officer or employee has authority either actual, apparent or implied, 
to negotiate or execute any contract awarded in a manner described above, and that such 
contracts shall, at the discretion of the City Council, be voidable, unless the action of the City 
officers or employees in executing the contract is ratified by affirmative action of the governing 
body after the misconduct was discovered and made known to the City Council. 
(e) All persons or firms responsible for any misconuu^ ^ I . M , . iu wi. 
shall be liable to the City for any losses incurred by the City as a result ol a - o^ » *-
as a result of such misconduct. 
C:\backVevproc, wpd 
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FRENCH & ASSOCIATES 
Landscape Architects 
820 Broadway 
Columbus, GA 31901 
706 - 324 - 6457 
706 - 324 - 4097 - facsimile 
freecheo@mindspring.cooi 
AGREEMENT FOR PROFESSJ ^ULTING SERVICES 
Main City Park Master Plan 
As Consultant to the City ot V^est Jordan, ,; , i 
ASSOCIATES (ai "CON^UTTAVTn *h» ncii^n the ro; .,wing Scope of Basic Services 
I I Ilie West Jordan Main I "ily Park Master Plan: 
Introduction 
This proposal, upon executioi s ;. i:< i - 1 - - I /L . I :C . M . i, 
^tahMiii. . ..*. . .iu ; >•>*; * ^ . MJ;* •/ PHV< .i. liic v.. ^ : ' 1 "Jan and 
^ KF V V * * *^: r ' \ if-. . Georgia corporation .in its piimary place en business in i olun.; 
.xiguL to wnipiete Hie Master Planning Phase of the Main City Park for the City of West Jordan. 
As described in 'the following Scope of Basic Services, FRENCH & ASSOC! A 1 MS shall pah" "m" 
all associated tasks lo complelo di'si^n tloaiiiiaitalijii Jcscribeif in the < "I r \"s Request for Proposal, 
f
 lierviit ir * *mtde part of this /i^fi'iwifiii; on behalf ol the (TI V. 
1 Scope of Basic Services 
Phase 1 - Preliminary Design: Four-Day Squatter's Session 
f
 reject Initiation, Review of Existing Concept Plan, and kick-off Mining 
iaoiv. Site Survey and TV; *. \h mi 
Task - n T > •• icauari l!oiniiMll,.,i fMl.. hags - hogramming . 
sessions J m*^ • ->sions in the afternoon and evenings 
Task s'ifn and Site Programming 
The bulk of Tasks 1 through 4 art: completed in tlii^ Phase using A scru-s o1 ueclings and 
design irvifHi«, i in ,i In in 'iL,iv period at the City's offices, 
Phase 1 Product: 
Large-scale, colored Master Plan concepts with, elevations and sections o* ?ite 
features, buildings, etc., reduced (8.5 x 111 , laminated cnr*< •. .> * -
bound.profoima-.!with".cnlored m*»sfrr • •• •*n, I udyel, I'ini 
Phase l i - Review of Preliminary Concept Studies 
Present the concept plans to stakeholder groups including the DAT Committee, Planning 
Commission and City Council for final review and input prior to final revision. ' 
Phase III i l<iu»llHa.stt'i I li i 
Alio? receipt ol'comments raaki adjustments to the Preliminary Plan .and . '•.: ••' 
create a Final Master Plan. 
Final product to be submitted shall be as described in Section 5A - Submittal offh 
Request for Proposals. 
A j J i t T l l l l H l l i lllllll I i l l H I I S l J l l l l i l i ! ' ,S< I I 111 4 i,, I I I S i li Il I 111«III II IMII II II 11 II I i l l , r i l l III "III I I I | l i l j ; i I 
Phase 111 Ill F ormal Presentatic J 11: c C ci u\ nit : II aii< I tli „ E 'I3 'tanning Commission 
Phase I V - Submittal of Final Documents . 
? Il11 11 t ' j i i l imi is 
French,* . ,^, ..u. :.;*•. . \<. 'v i ; ; :. ... jmponen t :" ;]iiiiunrnl l 'nil 
the Request for Prop* -so - ^ : -•* : <; 
3. Compensation 
CITY agrees to compensate CONSULTANT for all services'rendered by CONSULTANT under 
this Agreement as follows: / 
Basic iSeii: i I : es Dh ect Jl> esign: Lump SIJIII ' $3,1,6 1 5.00 
Reimbursable Expenses: .. Up to a Limit of: $'8,325 00 
Reimbursable Expenses include actual expenditures made in,, the interest of the Project including 
printing and reproductions; postage, handling, and overnight delivery of documents, travel, 
lodging, and, meal expenses associated with out-of-town travel Reimbursable Expenses shall be 
paid only offer receipts, invoires or other pioof nreepliible to (lie ('ity have been provided lo 
support such, payment 
Fees Not Included In Contract Price 
Costs associated with surveying or identifying exisrinr featun ,^ utilitv location . . technical 
testing, permit fees, and fees associated with u~. i • 1 
Iii the Compensation as set forth in paragi aph 3 
S [J0JM 
v 
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Payments to Consultant 
Payments for ..* . J„ ju.^n:xa , * ^ I L ,ii... t.. .. *n ^ e CONSULTANT, 
in the following mannei, provided the CO the CONSULTANT 
and approves the CONSULTANTS
 A _ 
Monthly piogress installments arc dtir and IDWIIIJJ; ill day, fnllnvuii}', iiliiiiilliLi! in 1 II11 I I I i ml 
CONSU1 1 A NT's Partial Paymenl Stale incnf In ihe \Sth da | oi the preceding month until 
completion of CONSU1 TANT's Services. 
4. Additional Services 
If CONSULTANT is cai ised extra design, drafting , <„ ., . . 
to major change> . ,., i... \ oi kby tl icCITY - ^ normvi \:.v^ . .H^C**;; Ltu 
CFr> * • *,:i-: xx- * • iue to the delinquency or insolvency oi the contractor oi as u 
result of damage., by fire or storm, the Consultant shall be equitably paid for such expenses and' 
the'services involved, provided 'that, an amendment to this Agreement is executed in writing by 
both the City and 'the Consultant for the extra work prior to the performance of same b.: 
CONSULTANT. The amount paid to CONSl II • I I N I shall h t as fi >I1< > w s : 
Hourly Rate Schedule 
Direct Design - principal: $ 100.00 / hour 
Direct Design: Associate: $75.00/hour 
Administrative: $25.00 / hour 
5, CITYfs Responsibilities 
CITY shall provide the following information and activities: 
1, Boundary and topographic survey conforming to AL I A. standards 
details, and submittal f review procedures. 
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3. List and descriptions of program elements to be included on the Project Site. The Project 
"site contains the City owned property between Sugar Factory Road to 7800 South and Redwood 
Road to 2200 West, as identified in the Request for Proposal 
4. Water service requirements / restrictions for the area. 
5. Geotechnical Investigation and Report. 
6. Utility locations on the site for electrical, gas, water, and telephone, including contacts 
for each utility company. 
6. Work Program and Timetable for Completion 
Contract Time shall be established by Agreement between CITY and CONSULTANT at the 
initial kick-off meeting and attached to this Agreement by Addendum, duly executed by both the 
City and Consultant. 
7. Termination of Agreement 
This Agreement shall terminate without notice should the project be abandoned, postponed, 
or delayed for more than TWELVE months from the date of the Agreement. It may be 
terminated by the CITY at the expiration often (10) days after delivery of a Notice To 
Terminate, by certified mail to CONSULTANT, for any failure of CONSULTANT to comply 
with the provisions of this Agreement. 
If CITY abandons, delays, or postpones the Project as described above, CONSULTANT shall 
deliver to the CITY copies of all documents either completed or in progress so a determination 
of the status of the Service(s) involved may be determined to be used on a percentage-of-
completion basis for payments to CONSULTANT. 
8. INDEMNIFICATION, LIABILITY AND INSURANCE, 
CONSULTANT shall indemnify and hold harmless CITY, its officers, agents employees and 
volunteers from any and all claims arising out of the activities or omissions of the 
CONSULTANT, its officers, agents, employees, subcontractors and others claiming through or 
under CONSULTANT, including its assignees, under this Agreement. This indemnification 
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requirement includes indemnification for claims for attorney's fees, court cost and litigation 
expenses, of whatever type and amount. CONSULTANT shall indemnify and hold harmless 
CITY, its officers, agents, employees and volunteers from any and all claims involving worker's 
compensation and claims for injuries occurring upon or arising from the performance of this 
Agreement; CONSULTANT shall be solely and fully responsible for the payment of such 
claims. CONSULTANT shall indemnify and defend CITY, its officers, agents and employees 
from any and all administrative claims and proceedings (such as alleged OSHA violations and 
similar proceedings) brought against CITY, its officers, agents, employees or volunteers which 
arise out of the performance by CONSULTANT of this Agreement. CONSULTANT shall be 
fully responsible for the training and equipping of its workers on the premises and for any 
failings in such training or equipment. CONSULTANT shall be responsible for the costs of any 
safety feature or improvements mandated by the performance of this agreement. At all times, 
CONSULTANT shall perform the services set forth in this agreement in accordance with the 
regulations, standards and the instructions of CITY. 
9. AGREEMENT 
This Agreement shall not be assignable except at the written consent of the parties, and if so 
assigned, shall be binding upon the successors and assigns of the parties. 
10. RELATIONSHIP OF PARTIES AND NO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. 
This Agreement does not create any joint venture partnership, undertaking or business 
arrangement between the parties hereto nor any rights or benefits to third parties. The 
contractual relationship between CITY and CONSULTANT out of this Agreement is one of 
independent contractor and not agency. It is specifically understood by the parties that: (a) CITY 
has no interest in or responsibilities for or duty to third parties as a result of this Agreement, (b) 
CONSULTANT shall have full power and authority over services performed subject to the 
obligations of CONSULTANT set forth in this Agreement. 
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11. Construction 
This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of 
Utah. 
12. Integration 
This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the subject 
matter hereof and integrates all prior conversations, discussions or understandings of whatever 
kind or nature and may only be modified by a subsequent writing duly executed and approved by 
the parties hereto. 
13- NOTICE 
All notices required or permitted under this Agreement shall be deemed to have been given if 
and when deposited in the United States mail, properly stamped and addressed to the party for 
whom intended at such party's address listed below, or when delivered personally to such party. 
A party may change its address for notice hereunder by giving written notice to the other party. 
French & Associates City of West Jordan 
Edward L. French, RLA Wayne Harper, Director 
820 Broadway 8000 South Redwood Road 
Columbus, GA 31901 West Jordan, UT 84088 
Agreement: 
This letter is the Agreement between the CITY and CONSULTANT. 
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FRENCH & ASSOCIATES 
Edward L. French, RLA Date 
President 
fe> 6oU loo i 
: / 
CITY OF WEST JORDAN, UTAH 
^ y t f c ^ C ^ ^ 
Donna Evans, Mayor Date: 
Attest: 
City Recorder ^^Jk > 
Tab I 
Council Meeting of November 13,2001 
REQUEST FOR COUNCIL ACTION 
Subject: Ordinance repealing May 1,2001amendment to General Plan 
Discussion: On May 1st, 2001, the City Council, by ordinance, amended the City of West 
Jordan General Flan. This iction is now the subject of a lawsuit filed by members of the 
Parks Committee and is now pending in District Court Repealing this action will obviate 
the need for further litigation about this issue by rendering it moot 
Fiscal Impact: None. 
Recommendation: Repeal Ordinance 01-24. 
Motion: '1 move that the City Council adopt Ordinance No. 
repealing Ordinance 01-24." 
Rofl Call Vote 
Prepared by: 
Wj 
City Attorney 
November 13.2001 
Page 17 
Councilmember Allison absent 
Counciimember Argyle Yes 
Councilmember Haight Yes 
Councilmember Nelson Yes 
Councilmember Pitts absent 
Councilmember Summers Yes 
Mayor Evans Yes 
The motion passed 5-0. 
VII. BUSINESS ITEMS 
APPROVE AN ORDINANCE NO 01*56, CONSIDER REPEAL OF 
ORDINANCE 01-24, AMENDMENTS TO THE GENERAL PLAN FOR 
THE DAT STUDY OF SUGAR FACTORY AT REDWOOD ROAD TO 
2200 WEST AND 8000 SOUTH TO SUGAR FACTORY ROAD, CITY OF 
WESTJORDAN 
Kevin Watkins said on May 1, 2001, the City Council, by Ordinance, amended the City 
of West Jordan General Plan. This action was now the subject of a lawsuit filed by 
members of the Parks Committee, and was now pending in District Court. Repealing this 
action would eliminate the need for further litigation about this issue by rendering it 
moot. 
MOTION: Mayor Evans moved to City Council adopt Ordinance No- 01-56 
repealing Ordinance 01-24. The motion was seconded by 
Councilmember Haight. 
A roll call vote was taken. 
Councilmember Allison absent 
Councilmember Argyle Yes 
Councilmember Haight Yes 
Councilmember Nelson Yes 
Councilmember Pitts absent 
Councilmember Summers Yes 
Mayor Evans Yes 
The motion passed 5-0. 
VIII OPEN DISCUSSION 
SWEARING IN OF NEW COUNCILMEMBER 
Gary Luebbers asked if January 8, 2002, at 6:30 p.m. would be a good date for swearing 
in the new Councilmembers? 
Tab J 
KENNETH R. IVORY 
BAR No. 8393 
895 WEST BAXTER DR. 
SOUTH JORDAN, UTAH 84095 
(801) 326-0222 
FAX (801) 326-0223 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, 
STATE OF UTAH, SALT LAKE COUTY, SANDY DEPARTMENT 
ROBERT C. SHIPMAN; KATHLEEN M. 
ROLLMAN; DALE SWEAT, Individually And 
For And On Behalf Of WEST JORDAN CITY, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
DONNA EVANS, Mayor of West Jordan City; 
DONNA EVANS, an individual; ANDREW 
ALLISION, West Jordan City Council Member; 
ANDREW ALLISON, an individual; LYLE 
SUMMERS, West Jordan City Council Member; 
LYLE SUMMERS, an individual; CAROLYN 
NELSON, West Jordan City Council Member; 
CAROLYN NELSON, an individual. 
Defendants, 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
GORDON M. HAIGHT 
Civil No. 
Judge Denise Lindberg 
Affiant, Gordon M. Haight, being first sworn deposes and says: 
1. I am an elected member of the West Jordan City Council and resident and 
property owner within West Jordan City. 
2. On May 1, 2001, the Defendants, comprising the majority of votes on the 
West Jordan City Council, voted 4-3 to purportedly amend the General Plan (the 
"Amendment") for the city-owned property acquired, zoned, and master planned for 
expansion of the Main City Park (Main Park Property) from P-F (Public 
Facility/recreational use) to commercial and high-density residential 
3. The Main Park Property in question was acquired by the City from the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in or about 1991 for the express purpose of 
expanding the Main City Park. 
4. On or about February 7,1995 the Main Park Master Plan was approved by 
the West Jordan City Council providing for expansion of the Main City Park on and 
throughout the Main Park Property in question. 
5. This 1995 Main Park Master Plan has never been revoked or amended 
since its adoption on a 6-0 vote by the City Council. 
6. In direct furtherance of the Main Park Master Plan, the City has spent 
several million dollars modifying and enhancing the Main City Park. 
7. On April 18, 2001, The West Jordan Planning and Zoning Commission 
held a public hearing on competing plans with respect to development of the Main City 
Park and the Main Park Property in question and forwarded to the City Council its 4-0 
recommendation to approve the plan presented to it by the Parks and Recreation 
Committee (the "Parks & Rec Plan), which was essentially to continue with the 1995 
Main Park Master Plan but with option for limited commercial as an amenity for an 
eventual light rail station. 
8. The Planning Commission also forwarded its 4-0 rejection of the DAT 
Committee Plan which seeks the high-density and commercial development of the Main 
Park Property (the "DAT Plan") under a "mixed-use" zone, which does not presently 
exist under the West Jordan Unified Development Code (WJUDC) and according to 
design criteria which does not exist. 
9. Mayor Evans and the other Defendants are and have been principal 
backers and supporters of the DAT Plan formation and promotion. 
10. West Jordan City (the City), acting under the direction of the Defendants, 
who control the majority of votes on the City Council, never published or otherwise 
noticed, as required under our WJUDC 10-2-201(e), a public hearing for the purpose of 
considering the April 18, 2001 recommendation of the Planning Commission forwarded 
to the City Council, i.e. the 4-0 recommendation to approve the Parks & Rec Plan. 
11. Rather, the City, acting under the direction of the Defendants, published 
notice of a City Council meeting and public hearing to be held May 1, 2001, to consider 
approval of the DAT Plan, which the Planning Commission had rejected on a 4-0 vote. 
12. This notice to consider approval of the DAT Plan, published under the 
direction of the Defendants on April 2, 2001, was published two weeks before the 
Planning Commission even met and held their public hearing recommending approval of 
the Parks & Rec Plan on a 4-0 vote. 
13. At the May 1, 2001 City Council Meeting and public hearing, Defendants 
refused to hear presentations of the Parks and Recreation Committee or to hold a public 
hearing on the Parks & Rec Plan which was recommended to the City Council by the 
Planning Commission. 
14. Defendants ignored, refused to recognize, and refused to respond to 
repeated legal inquiries of representatives of the Parks and Recreation Committee and 
other citizens regarding why Defendants would not permit the Parks and Recreation 
Committee and its representatives to present information they had prepared to the City 
Council regarding the Parks & Rec Plan forward to the City Council by the Planning 
Commission. 
15. Rather than respond to the legal inquiries of the representative of the Parks 
and Recreation Committee, Defendants had two police officers forcibly remove the 
representative of the Parks and Recreations Committee from the City Council Chambers 
and barred this representative from the remainder of the public hearing and City Council 
meeting. 
16. Following limited public comment (overwhelmingly opposed to the DAT 
Plan and in favor of the Parks & Rec Plan), Councilmember Natalie Argyle questioned 
city staff regarding satisfaction of the mandatory legal elements found in WJUDC 10-1-
201(g)(3), which elements I understand must be proffered and satisfied by an applicant 
for consideration of an amendment to the General Plan. 
17. Councilmember Argyle asked City staff if the applicant seeking 
amendment of the General Plan to adopt the DAT Plan, the City, had submitted a written 
statement "explaining why the existing general plan designation for the area is no longer 
appropriate of feasible." WJUDC 10-l-201(g)(3)(vi) 
18. Staff responded in the negative. 
19. Councilmember Argyle questioned staff if the applicant seeking 
amendment of the General Plan to adopt the DAT Plan had submitted an "[a]nalyis of the 
potential impacts of the proposed amendment on existing infrastructure and public 
services such as traffic, streets, intersections, water and sewer, storm drains, electrical 
power, fire protection, garbage collection, etc." WJUDC 10-1 -201 (g)(3)(vii) 
20. Staff responded in the negative. 
21. Councilmember Argyle made a motion to postpone change to the General 
Plan until we had the adequate and necessary information. 
22. This motion was denied by the Defendants on a 4-3 vote. 
23. Consequently, Defendants submitted to a vote an amendment of the 
General Plan adopting the DAT Plan and purportedly approved such an amendment to 
the General Plan on a 4-3 vote, knowing that the mandatory legal elements for 
consideration and approval of an amendment to the General Plan had not even been 
proffered, much less proved. 
24. Just prior to Defendants submitting the DAT Plan to a vote, Mayor Evans 
chastised the citizens at the public hearing for thinking that they knew more than the 
"experts" hired by the City what should be done with the Main Park Property. 
25. Presently, West Jordan citizens, myself included, have collected, and are 
continuing to collect, several thousands of signatures for an initiative to be placed on 
November 2001 ballot permitting the voters of West Jordan City to decide if a Main Park 
Preservation Area should be established whereby any Main Park Property shall not be 
sold or otherwise disposed of without a 2/3 vote of the City Council and a majority of the 
voters of West Jordan City. 
26. It is my opinion, as a member of the West Jordan City Council, that the 
actions taken by the Defendants in denying a public hearing on the Parks & Rec Plan (the 
recommendation forwarded to the City Council by the Planning Commission); removing 
the representative of the Parks and Recreation Committee from the City Council 
Chambers and Public Hearing; submitting to vote an amendment for which the 
mandatory legal elements had admittedly not been proffered; and purporting to approve 
an amendment to the General Plan for the Main Park Property for which the mandatory 
legal elements were not satisfied were contrary to the ordinances of West Jordan City and 
the laws of the State of Utah. 
27. Consequently, I opposed and voted against such actions and believe that 
the purported Amendment should be overruled by the court. 
28. In reliance on the purported Amendment, Defendants are presently taking 
actions in furtherance of such purported Amendment such as the (a) consideration of 
letting out contracts for the development of Main Park as reduced in size by the purported 
Amendment; and (b) preparing and issuing requests for proposals for the high-density 
and commercial developed of the Main Park Property under a "mixed-use" zoning 
scheme which does not presently exist under the WJUDC and subject to design criteria 
which presently does not exist under WJUDC or City Resolutions. 
29. If such actions are not enjoined pending the proper notice and conduct of a 
public hearing on the Parks & Rec Plan forwarded to the City Council by the Planning 
Commission and approval of any amendment to the General Plan only upon the proper 
satisfaction of the mandatory elements for the same set forth in WJUDC, the damage to 
the City and the citizens will likely be irreparable. 
30. Defendants will not be damaged by having to properly comply with the 
notice and public hearing requirements of the WJUDC and the laws of the state of Utah. 
31. This matter is of great public importance and public policy, which 
supports the proper notice and conduct of public hearings, particularly for action that 
involves public lands and matters of great public trust, such as the development of the 
Main Park for which both public officials and citizens have made many personal 
sacrifices over many decades in order to acquire, develop and preserve property for the 
Main City Park. 
FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 
DATED this 9th day of May, 2001. 
Gordon M. Haight, Affiant 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this _£_th day of May, 2001. 
Igtaay public s -*~<or^ li  signature and seal) 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
JEFF ISAACSON 
895 West Baxter Or 
So Jordan. UT 84095 
COMMISSION EXPIRES 
FEB 20, 2005 
STATE OF UTAH 
TabK 
KENNETH R. IVORY 
BAR No. 8393 
895 WEST BAXTER DR. 
SOUTH JORDAN, UTAH 84095 
(801) 326-0222 
FAX (801) 326-0223 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, 
STATE OF UTAH, SALT LAKE COUTY, SANDY DEPARTMENT 
ROBERT C. SHIPMAN; KATHLEEN M. 
ROLLMAN; DALE SWEAT, Individually And 
For And On Behalf Of WEST JORDAN CITY, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
DONNA EVANS, Mayor of West Jordan City; 
DONNA EVANS, an individual; ANDREW 
ALLISION, West Jordan City Council Member; 
ANDREW ALLISON, an individual; LYLE 
SUMMERS, West Jordan City Council Member; 
LYLE SUMMERS, an individual; CAROLYN 
NELSON, West Jordan City Council Member; 
CAROLYN NELSON, an individual. 
Defendants, 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
BRIAN PITTS 
Civil No. 
Judge Denise Lindberg 
Affiant, Brian Pitts, being first sworn deposes and says: 
1. I am an elected member of the West Jordan City Council and resident and 
property owner within West Jordan City. 
2. On May 1, 2001, the Defendants, comprising the majority of votes on the 
West Jordan City Council, voted 4-3 to purportedly amend the General Plan (the 
"Amendmenf) for the city-owned property acquired, zoned, and master planned for 
expansion of the Main City Park (Main Park Property) from P-F (Public 
Facility/recreational use) to commercial and high-density residential 
3. The Main Park Property in question was acquired by the City from the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in or about 1991 for the express purpose of 
expanding the Main City Park. 
4. On or about February 7, 1995 the Main Park Master Plan was approved by 
the West Jordan City Council providing for expansion of the Main City Park on and 
throughout the Main Park Property in question. 
5. This 1995 Main Park Master Plan has never been revoked or amended 
since its adoption on a 6-0 vote by the City Council. 
6. In direct furtherance of the Main Park Master Plan, the City has spent 
several million dollars modifying and enhancing the Main City Park. 
7. On April 18, 2001, The West Jordan Planning and Zoning Commission 
held a public hearing on competing plans with respect to development of the Main City 
Park and the Main Park Property in question and forwarded to the City Council its 4-0 
recommendation to approve the plan presented to it by the Parks and Recreation 
Committee (the "Parks & Rec Plan), which was essentially to continue with the 1995 
Main Park Master Plan but with option for limited commercial as an amenity for an 
eventual light rail station. 
8. The Planning Commission also forwarded its 4-0 rejection of the DAT 
Committee Plan which seeks the high-density and commercial development of the Main 
Park Property (the "DAT Plan") under a "mixed-use" zone, which does not presently 
exist under the West Jordan Unified Development Code (WJUDC) and according to 
design criteria which does not exist. 
9. Mayor Evans and the other Defendants are and have been principal 
backers and supporters of the DAT Plan formation and promotion. 
10. West Jordan City (the City), acting under the direction of the Defendants, 
who control the majority of votes on the City Council, never published or otherwise 
noticed, as required under our WJUDC 10-2-201(e), a public hearing for the purpose of 
considering the April 18,2001 recommendation of the Planning Commission forwarded 
to the City Council, i.e. the 4-0 recommendation to approve the Parks & Rec Plan. 
11. Rather, the City, acting under the direction of the Defendants, published 
notice of a City Council meeting and public hearing to be held May 1,2001, to consider 
approval of the DAT Plan, which the Planning Commission had rejected on a 4-0 vote. 
12. This notice to consider approval of the DAT Plan, published under the 
direction of the Defendants on April 2,2001, was published two weeks before the 
Planning Commission even met and held their public hearing recommending approval of 
the Parks & Rec Plan on a 4-0 vote. 
13. At the May 1, 2001 City Council Meeting and public hearing, Defendants 
refused to hear presentations of the Parks and Recreation Committee or to hold a public 
hearing on the Parks & Rec Plan which was recommended to the City Council by the 
Planning Commission. 
14. Defendants ignored, refused to recognize, and refused to respond to 
repeated legal inquiries of representatives of the Parks and Recreation Committee and 
other citizens regarding why Defendants would not permit the Parks and Recreation 
Committee and its representatives to present information they had prepared to the City 
Council regarding the Parks & Rec Plan forward to the City Council by the Planning 
Commission. 
15. Rather than respond to the legal inquiries of the representative of the Parks 
and Recreation Committee, Defendants had two police officers forcibly remove the 
representative of the Parks and Recreations Committee from the City Council Chambers 
and barred this representative from the remainder of the public hearing and City Council 
meeting. 
16. Following limited public comment (overwhelmingly opposed to the DAT 
Plan and in favor of the Parks & Rec Plan), Councilmember Natalie Argyle questioned 
city staff regarding satisfaction of the mandatory legal elements found in WJUDC 10-1-
201(g)(3), which elements I understand must be proffered and satisfied by an applicant 
for consideration of an amendment to the General Plan. 
17. Councilmember Argyle asked City staff if the applicant seeking 
amendment of the General Plan to adopt the DAT Plan, the City, had submitted a written 
statement "explaining why the existing general plan designation for the area is no longer 
appropriate of feasible." WJUDC 10-l-201(g)(3)(vi) 
18. Staff responded in the negative. 
19. Councilmember Argyle questioned staff if the applicant seeking 
amendment of the General Plan to adopt the DAT Plan had submitted an "[ajnalyis of the 
potential impacts of the proposed amendment on existing infrastructure and public 
services such as traffic, streets, intersections, water and sewer, storm drains, electrical 
power, fire protection, garbage collection, etc." WJUDC 10-l-201(g)(3)(vii) 
20. Staff responded in the negative. 
21. Councilmember Argyle made a motion to postpone change to the General 
Plan until we had the adequate and necessary information. 
22. This motion was denied by the Defendants on a 4-3 vote. 
23. Consequently, Defendants submitted to a vote an amendment of the 
General Plan adopting the DAT Plan and purportedly approved such an amendment to 
the General Plan on a 4-3 vote, knowing that the mandatory legal elements for 
consideration and approval of an amendment to the General Plan had not even been 
proffered, much less proved. 
24. Just prior to Defendants submitting the DAT Plan to a vote, Mayor Evans 
chastised the citizens at the public hearing for thinking that they knew more than the 
"experts" hired by the City what should be done with the Main Park Property. 
25. Presently, West Jordan citizens have collected, and are continuing to 
collect, several thousands of signatures for an initiative to be placed on November 2001 
ballot permitting the voters of West Jordan City to decide if a Main Park Preservation 
Area should be established whereby any Main Park Property shall not be sold or 
otherwise disposed of without a 2/3 vote of the City Council and a majority of the voters 
of West Jordan City. 
26. It is my opinion, as a member of the West Jordan City Council, that the 
actions taken by the Defendants in denying a public hearing on the Parks & Rec Plan (the 
recommendation forwarded to the City Council by the Planning Commission); removing 
the representative of the Parks and Recreation Committee from the City Council 
Chambers and Public Hearing; submitting to vote an amendment for which the 
mandatory legal elements had admittedly not been proffered; and purporting to approve 
an amendment to the General Plan for the Main Park Property for which the mandatory 
legal elements were not satisfied were contrary to the ordinances of West Jordan City and 
the laws of the State of Utah. 
27. Consequently, I opposed and voted against such actions and believe that 
the purported Amendment should be overruled by the court. 
28. In reliance on the purported Amendment, Defendants are presently taking 
actions in furtherance of such purported Amendment such as the (a) consideration of 
letting out contracts for the development of Main Park as reduced in size by the purported 
Amendment; and (b) preparing and issuing requests for proposals for the high-density 
and commercial developed of the Main Park Property under a "mixed-use" zoning 
scheme which does not presently exist under the WJUDC and subject to design criteria 
which presently does not exist under WJUDC or City Resolutions. 
29. If such actions are not enjoined pending the proper notice and conduct of a 
public hearing on the Parks & Rec Plan forwarded to the City Council by the Planning 
Commission and approval of any amendment to the General Plan only upon the proper 
satisfaction of the mandatory elements for the same set forth in WJUDC, the damage to 
the City and the citizens will likely be irreparable. 
30. Defendants will not be damaged by having to properly comply with the 
notice and public hearing requirements of the WJUDC and the laws of the state of Utah. 
31. This matter is of great public importance and public policy, which 
supports the proper notice and conduct of public hearings, particularly for action that 
involves public lands and matters of great public trust, such as the development of the 
Main Park for which both public officials and citizens have made many personal 
sacrifices over many decades in order to acquire, develop and preserve property for the 
Main City Park. 
FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 
DATED this 9th day of May, 2001. 
Brian D. Pitts, Affiant 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this ^" th day of May, 2001. 
SzL& '~&4*-*~ 
&\4$j public signature and seal) 
1 >^of rTjv 
1 x*\y$mJJJ 
1 Xys,*»->f^' 
NOTARY PUBUC 
JEFF ISAACSON 
895 West Baxter Dr. 
So Jordan. UT 3409S 
COMMISSION EXPIRES 
FEB 20, 2005 
STATE OF UTAH 
TabL 
KENNETH R. IVORY 
BARNO. 8393 
895 WEST BAXTER DR. 
SOUTH JORDAN, UTAH 84095 
(801) 326-0222 
FAX (801) 326-0223 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, 
STATE OF UTAH, SALT LAKE COUTY, SANDY DEPARTMENT 
ROBERT C. SHIPMAN; KATHLEEN M. 
ROLLMAN; DALE SWEAT, Individually And 
For And On Behalf Of WEST JORDAN CITY, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
DONNA EVANS, Mayor of West Jordan City; 
DONNA EVANS, an individual; ANDREW 
ALLISION, West Jordan City Council Member; 
ANDREW ALLISON, an individual; LYLE 
SUMMERS, West Jordan City Council Member; 
LYLE SUMMERS, an individual; CAROLYN 
NELSON, West Jordan City Council Member; 
CAROLYN NELSON, an individual. 
Defendants, 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
NATALIE G. ARGYLE 
Civil No. 
Judge Denise Lindberg 
Affiant, Natalie Argyle, being first sworn deposes and says: 
1. I am an elected member of the West Jordan City Council and resident and 
property owner within Wet Jordan City. 
2. On May 1, 2001, the Defendants, comprising the majority of votes on the 
West Jordan City Council, voted 4-3 to purportedly amend the General Plan (the 
"Amendment") for the city-owned property acquired, zoned, and master planned for 
expansion of the Main City Park (Main Park Property) from P-F (Public 
Facility/recreational use) to commercial and high-density residential. 
3. The Main Park Property in question was acquired by the City from the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in or about 1991 for the express purpose of 
expanding the Main City Park. 
4. On or about February 7,1995 the Main Park Master Plan was approved by 
the West Jordan City Council providing for expansion of the Main City Park on and 
throughout the Main Park Property in question. 
5. This 1995 Main Park Master Plan has never been revoked or amended 
since its adoption on a 6-0 vote by the City Council. 
6. In direct furtherance of the Main Park Master Plan, the City has spent 
several million dollars modifying and enhancing the Main City Park. 
7. On April 18, 2001, The West Jordan Planning and Zoning Commission 
held a public hearing on competing plans with respect to development of the Main City 
Park and the Main Park Property in question and forwarded to the City Council its 4-0 
recommendation to approve the plan presented to it by the Parks and Recreation 
Committee (the "Parks & Rec Plan), which was essentially to continue with the 1995 
Main Park Master Plan but with option for limited commercial as an amenity for an 
eventual light rail station. 
8. The Planning Commission also forwarded its 4-0 rejection of the DAT 
Committee Plan which seeks the high-density and commercial development of the Main 
Park Property (the "DAT Plan") under a "mixed-use" zone, which does not presently 
exist under the West Jordan Unified Development Code (WJUDC) and according to 
design criteria which does not exist. 
9. Mayor Evans and the other Defendants are and have been principal 
backers and supporters of the DAT Plan formation and promotion. 
10. West Jordan City (the City), acting under the direction of the Defendants, 
who control the majority of votes on the City Council, never published or otherwise 
noticed, as required under our WJUDC 10-2-201(e), a public hearing for the purpose of 
considering the April 18, 2001 recommendation of the Planning Commission forwarded 
to the City Council, i.e. the 4-0 recommendation to approve the Parks & Rec Plan. 
11. Rather, the City, acting under the direction of the Defendants, published 
notice of a City Council meeting and public hearing to be held May 1, 2001, to consider 
approval of the DAT Plan, which the Planning Commission had rejected on a 4-0 vote. 
12. This notice to consider approval of the DAT Plan, published under the 
direction of the Defendants on April 2, 2001, was published two weeks before the 
Planning Commission even met and held their public hearing recommending approval of 
the Parks & Rec Plan on a 4-0 vote. 
13. At the May 1, 2001 City Council Meeting and public hearing, Defendants 
refused to hear presentations of the Parks and Recreation Committee or to hold a public 
hearing on the Parks & Rec Plan which was recommended to the City Council by the 
Planning Commission. 
14. Defendants ignored, refused to recognize, and refused to respond to 
repeated legal inquiries of representatives of the Parks and Recreation Committee and 
other citizens regarding why Defendants would not permit the Parks and Recreation 
Committee and its representatives to present information they had prepared to the City 
Council regarding the Parks & Rec Plan forward to the City Council by the Planning 
Commission. 
15. Rather than respond to the legal inquiries of the representative of the Parks 
and Recreation Committee, Defendants had two police officers forcibly remove the 
representative of the Parks and Recreations Committee from the City Council Chambers 
and barred this representative from the remainder of the public hearing and City Council 
meeting. 
16. Following limited public comment (overwhelmingly opposed to the DAT 
Plan and in favor of the Parks & Rec Plan), I questioned city staff regarding satisfaction 
of the mandatory legal elements found in WJUDC 10-1-201(g)(3), which elements I 
understand must be proffered and satisfied by an applicant for consideration of an 
amendment to the General Plan. 
17. I asked City staff if the applicant seeking amendment of the General Plan 
to adopt the DAT Plan, the City, had submitted a written statement "explaining why the 
existing general plan designation for the area is no longer appropriate or feasible." 
WJUDC 10-l-201(g)(3)(vi). 
18. Staff responded in the negative. 
19. I questioned staff if the applicant seeking amendment of the General Plan 
to adopt the DAT Plan had submitted an "[a]nalyis of the potential impacts of the 
proposed amendment on existing infrastructure and public services such as traffic, streets, 
intersections, water and sewer, storm drains, electrical power, fire protection, garbage 
collection, etc." WJUDC 10-l-201(g)(3)(vii) 
20. Staff responded in the negative. 
21. I made a motion to postpone changes to the General Plan until we had the 
adequate and necessary information. 
22. This motion was denied by the Defendants on a 4-3 vote. 
23. Consequently, Defendants submitted to a vote an amendment of the 
General Plan adopting the DAT Plan and purportedly approved such an amendment to 
the General Plan on a 4-3 vote, knowing that the mandatory legal elements for 
consideration and approval of an amendment to the General Plan had not even been 
proffered, much less proved. 
24. Just prior to Defendants submitting the DAT Plan to a vote, Mayor Evans 
chastised the citizens at the public hearing for thinking that they knew more than the 
"experts" hired by the City what should be done with the Main Park Property. 
25. Presently, West Jordan citizens, myself included, have collected, and are 
continuing to collect, several thousands of signatures for an initiative to be placed on 
November 2001 ballot permitting the voters of West Jordan City to decide if a Main Park 
Preservation Area should be established whereby any Main Park Property shall not be 
sold or otherwise disposed of without a 2/3 vote of the City Council and a majority of the 
voters of West Jordan City. 
26. It is my opinion, as a member of the West Jordan City Council, that the 
actions taken by the Defendants in denying a public hearing on the Parks & Rec Plan (the 
recommendation forwarded to the City Council by the Planning Commission); removing 
the representative of the Parks and Recreation Committee from the City Council 
Chambers and Public Hearing; submitting to vote an amendment for which the 
mandatory legal elements had admittedly not been proffered; and purporting to approve 
an amendment to the General Plan for the Main Park Property for which the mandatory 
legal elements were not satisfied were contrary to the ordinances of West Jordan City and 
the laws of the State of Utah. 
27. Consequently, I opposed and voted against such actions and believe that 
the purported Amendment should be overruled by the court. 
28. In reliance on the purported Amendment, Defendants are presently taking 
actions in furtherance of such purported Amendment such as the (a) consideration of 
letting out contracts for the development of Main Park as reduced in size by the purported 
Amendment; and (b) preparing and issuing requests for proposals for the high-density 
and commercial developed of the Main Park Property under a "mixed-use" zoning 
scheme which does not presently exist under the WJUDC and subject to design criteria 
which presently does not exist under WJUDC or City Resolutions. 
29. If such actions are not enjoined pending the proper notice and conduct of a 
public hearing on the Parks & Rec Plan forwarded to the City Council by the Planning 
Commission and approval of any amendment to the General Plan only upon the proper 
satisfaction of the mandatory elements for the same set forth in WJUDC, the damage to 
the City and the citizens will likely be irreparable. 
30. Defendants will not be damaged by having to properly comply with the 
notice and public hearing requirements of the WJUDC and the laws of the state of Utah. 
31. This matter is of great public importance and public policy, which 
supports the proper notice and conduct of public hearings, particularly for action that 
involves public lands and matters of great public trust, such as the development of the 
Main Park for which both public officials and citizens have made many personal 
sacrifices over many decades in order to acquire, develop and preserve property for the 
Main City Park. 
FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 
DATED this 9th day of May, 2001. 
fie G. Argyle, Affiant 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
X 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this $ th day of May, 2001. 
<491^ 
ublic signature and seal) 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
JEFF ISAACSON 
89 S West 8axter Or 
So Jordan, UT 84095 
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STATE OF UTAH 
TabM 
KENNETH R. IVORY 
BAR No. 8393 
895 WEST BAXTER DR. 
SOUTH JORDAN, UTAH 84095 
(801) 326-0222 
FAX (801) 326-0223 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFFS 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, 
STATE OF UTAH, SALT LAKE COUTY, SANDY DEPARTMENT 
ROBERT C. SHIPMAN; KATHLEEN M. 
ROLLMAN; DALE SWEAT, Individually And 
For And On Behalf Of WEST JORDAN CITY, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
DONNA EVANS, Mayor of West Jordan City; 
DONNA EVANS, an individual; ANDREW 
ALLISION, West Jordan City Council Member; 
ANDREW ALLISON, an individual; LYLE 
SUMMERS, West Jordan City Council Member; 
LYLE SUMMERS, an individual; CAROLYN 
NELSON, West Jordan City Council Member; 
CAROLYN NELSON, an individual. 
Defendants, 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
NATALIE G. ARGYLE 
Civil No. 010405169 
Judge Denise Lindberg 
Affiant, Natalie Argyle, being first sworn deposes and says: 
1. I am an elected member of the West Jordan City Council and resident and 
property owner within Wet Jordan City. 
2. On June 19, 2001, the Defendants, comprising the majority of votes on the 
West Jordan City Council, voted 4-3 to approve a contract with French and Associates 
for the DAT Plan design of the Sugar Factory Property in dispute in this action. 
3. Before the vote I indicated to my colleagues, the Defendants, that such 
action may likely be a violation of the May 9, 2001 stipulation and court of this court. 
4. I also indicated to the Defendants before the vote that such action may not 
be right in terms of City ordinances and obligations to the citizens. 
5. Despite these admonitions, Defendants voted 4-3 to approve the contract 
for up to $20,000 for the DAT Plan design of the Sugar Factory area of the Park. 
6. I have since the June 19, 2001 meeting reviewed the City's Purchasing 
Ordinance and discovered that a contract for services must be noticed for competitive 
proposals and award only after competitive proposals have been received. 
7. This was not done in this matter. 
FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 
DATED this 26th day of July, 2001. 
atalie G. Argyle, 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Subscribed and sworn-to before me th ]0lf^ day of July, 2001. 
otary public signature and seal) 
£ ^ 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
PORTIA TAYLOR 
S#i Lata* City, Utah 64IO0 
Uf Cmmkmm Cxf&tt* 
Mty 1,8003 
STATE OF UTAH 
TabN 
KENNETH R. IVORY 
BAR No. 8393 
895 WEST BAXTER DR. 
SOUTH JORDAN, UTAH 84095 
(801) 326-0222 
FAX (801) 326-0223 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFFS 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, 
STATE OF UTAH, SALT LAKE COUTY, SANDY DEPARTMENT 
ROBERT C. SHIPMAN; KATHLEEN M. 
ROLLMAN; DALE SWEAT, Individually And 
For And On Behalf Of WEST JORDAN CITY, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
DONNA EVANS, Mayor of West Jordan City; 
DONNA EVANS, an individual; ANDREW 
ALLISION, West Jordan City Council Member; 
ANDREW ALLISON, an individual; LYLE 
SUMMERS, West Jordan City Council Member; 
LYLE SUMMERS, an individual; CAROLYN 
NELSON, West Jordan City Council Member; 
CAROLYN NELSON, an individual. 
Defendants, 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
NATALIE G. ARGYLE IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS 
Civil No. 010405169 
Judge Denise Lindberg 
Affiant, Natalie Argyle, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. I am an elected member of the West Jordan City Council and resident and 
property owner within Wet Jordan City. 
2. On June 19, 2001, the Defendants, comprising the majority of votes on the 
West Jordan City Council, voted 4-3 to approve a contract with French & Associates for 
the DAT Plan design of the Sugar Factory Property in dispute in this action. A copy of 
the minutes from such meeting are attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 
3. Before the vote I indicated to my colleagues, the Defendants, that such 
action may likely be a violation of the May 9, 2001 stipulation and court of this court. 
4. I also indicated to the Defendants before the vote that such action may not 
be right in terms of City ordinances and obligations to the citizens. 
5. Despite these admonitions, Defendants voted 4-3 to approve the contract ' 
for up to $20,000 for the DAT Plan design of the Sugar Factory area of the Park. See, 
June 19th Minutes attached hereto. 
6. I have since the June 19,2001 meeting reviewed the City's Purchasing 
Ordinance and discovered that a contract for services must be noticed for competitive 
proposals and awarded only after competitive proposals have been received. 
7. Defendants action to approve a contract for the Sugar Factory Property in 
violation of City Purchasing Ordinances and the violation of the court's May 21,2001 
order and Defendant's stipulations is the subject of Plaintiffs' Renewed Motion for 
Preliminary Injunction. A copy of the City's Purchases and Encumbrances Ordinance is 
attached hereto as Exhibit 2. 
8. This Renewed Motion was served on defendants well in advance of the 
August 7,2001 City Council Meeting. 
9. After known to the City Attorney, Kevin Watkins, the irregularities and 
likely illegalities of Defendants intended actions to contract with French & Associates for 
the DAT Plan design of the Sugar Factory Property, the Defendants or some of them met 
privately with officials from French & Associates, and thereafter announced at the City 
Council Meeting on August 7,2001 that French & Associates were going to do the DAT 
Plan design of the Sugar Factory Property for free. See, French & Associates Proposal 
for the DAT Plan design of the Sugar Factory Property at total cost of $12,500.00 -
$20,000.00 attached hereto as Exhibit 3. 
10. Defendant Donna Evans, however, noted in the same August 7,2001 
meeting that the amount to be paid to French & Associates for their design of the north 
Main Park Property would exceed by as much as $60,000, the original contract amount 
with French & Associates of $40,000. 
11. Defendants are aware that the citizens of West Jordan have collected and 
certified sufficient signatures to have a Main Park Preservation Area Initiative brought 
before the voters in November as this matter has been on the City Council Agenda twice 
now and is on again for August 14,2001. 
12. Defendants have been pushing City Staff to notice, prepare, and present 
changes to the general plan, changes to the Land Use Designation for mixed-use and 
thereafter zoning changes to make way for approval of their DAT Plan prior to the ballot 
initiative for the Main Park Preservation area in November. 
13. I have repeatedly queried the Defendants as to the urgency of changing 
land use designations and the general plan in advance of the November ballot initiative 
for the Main Park Preservation area. 
14. However, Defendants have failed and refused to provide a basis for 
"hurrying" legislative action to make land use changes on the Sugar Factory Property in 
advance of the November ballot initiative. 
15. Defendants have expended City funds for newspaper advertorials 
(editorial space paid for with City fiinds) and letters in the City Water Bills in an eflfort to 
influence the opinion of voters of West Jordan in favor the DAT Plan to convert City 
parklands into a commercial development and against the ballot proposal for the Main 
Park Preservation Area. See, City Flyer in June 2001 Water Bills entitled "A Citizen-
Based Plan to Enlarge and Beautify Our Main Park" and "City Council authorizes digital 
presentation on park plan" West Jordan Journal August 2001 attached hereto as Exhibit 
4. 
16. Council Member Allison specifically acknowledged the efforts of 
Defendants to influence the ballot initiative the West Jordan Journal Article as follows: 
"Councilman Andrew Allison disagrees, claiming that the presentation will be very 
valuable. 'The reason we voted for the presentation is to help educate citizens about the 
DAT plan and also to counterbalance the misunderstandings in regards to the petition 
drive, he said." See, Exhibit 4 hereto. 
17. I informed City Attorney, Kevin Watkins of the improper actions of the 
Defendants at the May 1, 2001 City Council Meeting wherein Defendants sought 
contrary to law to pushed through a change of the general plan to make way for their 
DAT Plan. 
18. The City Attorney took no action. 
19. I informed the City Attorney that on June 19, 2001, Defendants purported 
to enter into a contract for $20,000 with French and Associates for the DAT Plan design 
of the Sugar Factory Property in likely violation of the court's May 21, 2001 order and 
the stipulation of counsel for Defendants. 
20. The City Attorney took no action. 
21. Further, at no less than four public hearings the matter as addressed in the 
West Jordan History that federal grant money was provided to purchase property for the 
Main Park under condition that the land so purchased remain "permanent open space for 
park, recreational and related uses" was raised to the City Council. 
22. Staff has to date been unable to determine which Main Park property was 
purchased with federal money subject to the condition that such land remain "permanent 
open space for park, recreational and related uses.9' 
23. Defendants have ignored my repeated inquiries, and those of numerous 
citizens, regarding the need to verify this matter before proceeding with any plans to 
change the general plan or land use designation of Main Park Property. 
FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 
DATED this 13th day of August, 2001. 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 13th day of August, 2001. 
lie signature and seal) 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
JEFF ISAACSON 
395 West Baxter Dr. 
bo Jordan, UT 84095 
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Councilmembcr Haight suggested having Julie Hess look ai the tree to see if it was worth saving, 
Councilmember Allison questioned what the importance was with the tree? 
Councilmember Nelson said this was planted by the Atwood Family from a seedling they brought 
from California. 
MOTION: Councilmember Nelson moved that the City Manager direct City staff members 
to proceed with the creation of the necessary documents for participation by the 
City of West Jordan in the Jordan Valley Sequoia Tree Preservation Project 
The motion was seconded by Councilmember Summers. 
A role call vote was taken: 
Councilmember Allison Yes 
Councilmember Argyle Yes 
Councilmember Haight Yc$ 
Councilmember Nelson Yes 
Councilmember Pitts No 
Councilmember Summers Yes 
Mayor Evans Yes 
The motion passed <HL 
DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE ACTION REGARDING AN AGREEMENT WITH 
FRENCH AND ASSOCIATES FOR A DIGITAL PRESENTATION REGARDING 
SUGAR FACTORY AREA OF PARK 
Councilmember Allison felt the Council should know what the specific uses would be, and if 
presentations were made, the Council should know who would be making the presentations to the 
public. 
Mayor Evans said there should be at least four presentations made throughout the City. She felt the 
attendance would be similar to the Public Hearings held on this issue in the past. She suggested 
cither the Planning Department or the Dat Committee members should give the presentation. 
Gary Lucbbers liked the idea of having the Dat Committee make the presentation with help from the 
Planning Staff. 
Mayor Evans said it would need staff support for specific questions to be answered. 
Councilmember Allison said it was a policy issue and a Council initiative. He recognized the role 
Oh' Council Meeting Minnies 
June 19. 2001 
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of the staff was to carry out the policy. He said it was similar to his vision and directions from 
November 21, of providing information to the public. He wanted to make sure the City received 
their monies' worth for such a presentation as this. 
Mayor Evans said the community had a difficult time visualizing the idea of the DAT Plan. It was 
hard for them to make a judgement call because information was passed on that condominiums were 
all over the park The presentation would help create a visual image. 
Councilmember Haight asked the reason for the presentation? He questioned if it was to justify the 
proposal supported by four Councilmembers? He felt it was wrong unless the developer submitted 
a clear plan. 
Councilmember Summers said the purpose of this presentation, would be to demonstrate to the 
audience what the majority of the Council visualized. He was concerned because he personally did 
not know what would be presented to the public. 
Mayor Evans said even after the RFP process was completed, it would still be unclear. There would 
only be concepts. Pictures would be taken of the Sugar Factory Building, and would give an idea 
of what it would look like if it were developed as retail, and what a mixed use development would 
look like next to it. Staff would have an idea based on the Dat Concept, to give specific guidelines. 
Councilmember Nelson suggested the Dat Committee guidelines be sent to French and Associates 
for their presentation. 
Mayor Evans said the presentation could be reviewed by the Council and staff prior to formalization 
and presentation to the public. 
Councilmember Argyle said she did not understand the urgency in doing this. She would like to 
have the developer spend their money to put together a presentation. The taxpayer's money should 
not be spent to come up with a design that might not happen. She reminded the Council of 
signatures that were being obtained for the initiative that was going to be put on the ballot. 
Councilmember Haight felt the flyer approved last week to be mailed in the water bills, provided the 
information necessary to the public. 
Mayor Evans felt the public needed to receive correct information regarding the Dat Plan. 
Councilmember Allison said if the purpose of a presentation was to simply justify the vote of the 
majority of the Council, that would not be appropriate. He would be interested in the presentation 
because of the controversial Dat Plan, and the Council's obligation to help educate the public. There 
were a large number of residents who were misinformed concerning the DAT Plan. The Council 
needed to help counterbalance the misconception. If the presentation were true to the intent of the 
City Council Meeting Minutes 
June 19,2001 
Page 1$ 
Dat Plan, it could help to do that. 
MOTION; Mayor Evans moved to authorized staff to begin working with French and 
Associates up to $20,000 (that would be determined by the number of images 
thai they decided they would need once they made all the pictures in order to 
include the Main Park, as well as the Sugar Factory area so that it was a 
continuous presentation) it would be appropriated out of next year's 
Contingency Fund which would be the source of that. The motion was seconded 
by Councilmcmber Summers, 
A role call vote was taken: 
Councilmember Allison Yes 
Councilmember Argyle No 
Councilmcmber Ilaight No 
Councilmember Nelson Yes 
Councilmember Pitts No 
Councilmember Summers Yes 
Mayor Evans Yes 
The motion passed 4-3. 
Gary Luebbers said the project would take some time because of the work involved. The ground 
would need to be surveyed. The Council would have to give direction on pictures, images, etc., of 
what they would foresee as the character of the finished development. 
Mayor Evans felt this item should be placed on the Dat Committee agenda for next week. They 
could make recommendations to the Council. 
Carl Eriksson said the information could be gathered by ubing the GPS System and staff. A surveyor 
would not need to be hired, but it would involve time putting it ail together. 
DISCUSSION REGARDING THE NAMING OF CITY PARKS 
Gary Luehhers felt this was a good time for the Council to begin thinking about options and possible 
directions for naming the various parks in the City such as the Main Park, Soccer Complex, the 
Baseball Complex. 
The Council suggested that all of the schools in the City participate in naming the Main Park; have 
the baseball representatives name the baseball complex; and the soccer representatives name the 
Soccer Complex. 
FYHTRTT " ? " 
CHAPTER 7 
PURCHASES AND ENCUMBRANCES 
2-7-101 SCOPE 
2-7-102 SERVICES 
2-7-103 SUPPLIES, MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT. 
2-7-104 CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS. 
2-7-105 PERFORMANCE BONDS. 
2-7-106 REJECTION OF BIDS OR PRICE QUOTATIONS. 
2-7-107 PRE-QUALIFICATION OF BIDDERS, PROPONENTS & SUPPLIERS. 
2-7-108 PETTY CASH ACCOUNTS. 
2-7-109 PAYMENT OF REPETITIVE CONTRACTUAL (NON-PAYROLL) 
OBLIGATIONS. 
2-7-110 PAYMENT OF PAYROLL OBLIGATIONS 
2-7-111 PAYMENT TO BE MADE FROM BOND PROCEEDS 
2-7-112 DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS PROPERTY 
2-7-113 ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS AND POLICIES 
2-7-114 SANCTIONS 
2-7-101 SCOPE 
(a) No purchases shall be made and no encumbrances shall be incurred for the benefit 
of the City, except as provided in Sections 10-6-121,10-6-122, 10-6-123,10-6-139 and 10-7-20, 
Utah Code Annotated, 1953 as amended, and in this Chapter. 
(b) No purchases shall be made and no encumbrances shall be incurred unless funds 
sufficient to cover the purchase or encumbrance have been budgeted and are available and the 
purchase is approved by the appropriate City officials as herein provided. 
(c) No officer or employee of the City shall purchase for and on behalf of the City 
any material or supplies, goods, wares, merchandise, or services of any kind or character, except 
through the City Manager or his designee, and no voucher, check or other method of payment 
shall be honored if this method is not followed; provided, .however, that this subsection shall not 
apply t§ emergency purchases as specifically provided for in subsection (e) hereafter. 
(d)' No offeror employee of the City shall-request any merchant, dealer or other 
, vendor to deliver, goods to" the City except on a regular purchase order from the City Manager or 
his designee, except"in the cale of emergency purchases as provided for in subsection (e) • 
immediately hereafter. 
(e) In all cases, where thefe 4s an emergency or immediate need for any material or" 
supplies, goods, wares, merchandise, or services of any kind or character by any department, or 
when the need to{xiircha$e supplies, goods, merchandise or services involves the life, health or 
safety of the. citizens of the City of West Jordanfthe department head or other authorized 
representative shall immediately purchase suchgoods or services as described above, and then 
write on their purchase order to the City Manager or his designee the wotds, "For Emergency 
Purposes" and submit the purchase order to the'City manager with a brief description of the 
events giving rise to the immediate need to make an emfergdncy purchase. Wherever 
circumstances permit, the C „ Manager or his designee shall propose
 usts of approved vendors 
for emergency purposes. 
(f) Whenever the purchase ordering department head and the City Manager concur 
that services, supplies, materials and equipment surpasses competing services, supplies, materials 
and equipment in terms of quality, serviceability and longevity, such services, supplies, materials 
and equipment may be purchased notwithstanding the fact that competing services, supplies, 
materials and equipment could be procured at less cost. 
(g) Nothing contained in this Ordinance shall be construed to preclude the City 
Manager or his designee from joining with other units of government in cooperative purchasing 
plans, with authorization from the City Council. 
(h) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (a), whenever any purchase or 
encumbrance is made with State or federal funds and the applicable State or federal law or 
regulations are in conflict with this Chapter to the extent that following the provisions of this 
Chapter might jeopardize the use of those funds or future State or federal funds, such conflicting 
provisions of this Chapter shall not apply and the City shall follow the procedure required by the 
State or federal law or regulation. 
(I) In order to provide for continuity and efficiency the City is authorized to enter 
into service agreements for up to a five year period. 
2-7402 SERVICES, 
(a) Contracts for services where the amount to be paid by the City is less than $5,000, 
must be approved by the respective Department Head. 
(b) Contracts for services where the amount to be paid by the City is between 
$5,000.00 and $15,000 must be approved by the City Manager. 
(c) Contracts for services where the amount to be paid by the City is $ 15,000 or 
more, shall be awarded only after competitive proposals have been requested and received, and 
after approval bv the City Council unless the purchase is for a specific service, or for the 
payment of a particular obligation for which the City Council has approved as part of the annual 
City of West Jordan budget. 
(1) Contracts for services, after competitive proposals have been received, 
may be entered into for up to five years. 
(d) In addition to the above criteria, contracts for architectural, accounting, 
engineering, legal, or other licensed professional services shall be awarded based upon 
consideration of demonstrated competence and qualification and at fair and reasonable prices. 
(e) A Notice of Requests for Competitive Proposals for contracts for services where 
the amount to be paid for services is $15,000 or more must be published in a paper of general 
circulation at least once, and at least one week prior to the date when the proposals are due, 
(1) This requirement may be waived by the City Manager where a notice for 
pre-qualification of bidders, pursuant to 2-7-107 of this chapter, has been made by publication as 
set forth above. 
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longer needed, the department head having control of such property shall notify the City 
Manager. The City Manager shall notify other City departments of the availability of such 
property. The City Manager shall supervise the transfer of such property to the department 
requesting the property. If the property is obsolete or unsuitable for use, the property shall be 
disposed of in accordance with this section. 
(c) When necessary, the City Manager or his designee shall prepare and present a 
listing to the City Council of all City-owned property which is obsolete or unsuitable for use and 
which should be declared surplus. After the City Council has declared the property to be surplus, 
it may be sold at an auction to the highest bidder. Such sale may be, in the discretion of the City 
Manger, at public auction or by sealed bid. 
(1) Notice of such public auction or invitation for sealed bids shall be 
published at least once in a newspaper of general circulation in the City or may be posted at three 
public places at least 10 days but not earlier than 30 days prior to such auction or opening of 
bids. The notice shall describe the property to be sold, the terms of sale and the place and time of 
such auction or bid opening. The City Manager or his designee shall be responsible for 
conducting such public auction or bid opening. The City Manager shall have the right to reject 
all bids. 
(d) If the surplus item is subjected to sale to the highest bidder at public auction and 
remains unsold, the City Manager may sell the surplus item to any person for such price as the 
City Manager deems appropriate. 
(e) Monetary proceeds from the sale or other disposition of items pursuant to this 
section shall be credited to the Fund Sundry account. 
(f) Where real or personal property is of such a size, shape, or is so unique in nature 
as to be unmarketable to the general public, the above requirements may be waived and such real 
or personal property may be sold with the approval of the City Council 
2-7-113 ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS AND POLICIES 
The City Manager may prescribe administrative regulations and policies concerning 
property acquisition and disposal which are consistent with the provisions of this Chapter. 
2-7414 SANCTIONS 
(a) It is unlawful: 
(1) For any bidder or prospective bidder, or any employee or officer thereof, 
in restraint of freedom of competition or otherwise, by agreement with any other 
person, bidder, or prospective bidder, to bid a fixed price, or to "rotate" bidding 
practices among competitors; 
(2) For any person to offer or to give to any employee of the City or any 
member of his immediate family, any gift, whether in the form of money, 
-6-
services, loan, travel, entertainment, hospitality, promise, or other form, under 
circumstances which could reasonably be intended to influence the employee in 
his or her duties concerning the award of any contract or order of purchase, or for 
any City employee to directly or indirectly solicit or directly or indirectly accept 
any such gift for such purpose. 
(3) For any City employee or officer to disclose in advance of the opening of 
the bids the content of any bid invited through the formal competitive bidding 
procedure. 
(4) For any City employee or officer to actively participate in the awarding of 
a contract from which he will directly benefit. 
(5) For any City employee or officer or other person to appropriate for 
personal or private use any City property. 
(b) Any City employee or officer committing any of the foregoing acts may be 
discharged or suspended from employment. 
(c) The following contracts are, in the discretion of the governing body, voidable: 
(1) Contracts which result from a conflict of interest under this Chapter or 
other applicable law; 
(2) Contracts awarded to a person or firm influencing the award of such 
contract by offering something of value to any City employee; 
(3) Contracts awarded by an official or employee circumventing the 
requirements of this Chapter or other applicable statute. 
(d) The City Council hereby declares that contracts awarded under circumstances 
described above would not have been entered into on behalf of the City if the above misconduct 
had been discovered prior to the execution of the contract. In this regard, the City Council 
further declares that no City officer or employee has authority either actual, apparent or implied, 
to negotiate or execute any contract awarded in a manner described above, and that such 
contracts shall, at the discretion of the City Council, be voidable, unless the action of the City 
officers or employees in executing the contract is ratified by affirmative action of the governing 
body after the misconduct was discovered and made known to the City Council. 
(e) All persons or firms responsible for any misconduct prohibited by this section 
shall be liable to the City for any losses incurred by the City as a result of any contract awarded 
as a result of such misconduct. 
C \back\revproc wpd 
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ASSOCIATES 
ty P.Q1 \i> 
French & Associates 
barepscape Architecture • Site Planning 
820 Broadway 
Columbus, Georgia 31901 
(70S) 324 - 6457 
frenchco@mindspring.com 
20 April 2001 (T x 
Main City Park - Computer Design Simulation ph-
Paul Coates ^ 
Larry French. Landscape Architect 
^ 
cV 
fSUGAR FACTORY RENOVATION SIMULATION 
^At your request, here are the critical issues and the timeline that must be met 
to create a computer simulation of the proposed renovations to the Sugar Factory 
(buildings plus surrounding area +/~ 30 acres) are as follows: 
City Provides to French: 
a. Topographic survey of existing conditions, building dimensions and 
locations, utility locations. 
b. Any existing architectural drawings of the buildings, dimensions, 
elevations, cross-sections, etc. 
c. Any existing photographs of the original structures (we would borrow or 
copy them and return originals to Owners). 
d. Digital photographs of the site and structures from all angles, especially the 
angles you would want seen in the presentation. Aerial, digital 
photographs would also help. 
e. 35 mm slides of the same views as "d" above, if possible. 
f. Pictures, images, etc., of what you foresee as the character of the finished 
development (French will embellish this with their own drawings). 
French to Provide: 
' a. Slide show ready for PowerPoint presentation of a number of images, 
number to be decided based upon price City wishes to pay). 
b. Prints of the images ready for mounting to be used in meetings. 
c. Plan views, site plans, elevations, and sections of the proposed buildings 
and development. 
Time Frame: Once approval is given and materials are received from City, 
approximately 4 weeks will be needed to create the materials. 
$5,000.00 Cost: Basic Drawings, renderings, site plans: 
5 Images; $7,500.00 .($1,500.00 each) 
10 images $15,000.00 ($1,500.00 each) 
TOTAL: $12,600.00 - $20,000.00 • materials and expenses Included 
FYHTRTT "4" 
A Citizen-Based Plan to Enlarge and Beautify Our Main Park 
June 2001 
What is the DAT Plan, and who created it? 
• The DAT Plan started in the spring of 1998. For 
a year and a half, more than 400 West Jordan 
residents and business owners worked together in 
developing a plan to revitalize the area around 
city hall, including our main park. The goal was 
to rehabilitate several blocks that had become 
blighted, to strengthen the economic base in our 
"downtown" area, and to create a unique and well-
designed city identity that we can all enjoy and be 
proud of. 
• This community-based project was modeled on the 
international R/UDAT planning process (Rural/ 
Urban Design Assistance Team). In 1999 a team 
of city planners, architects, and other experts from 
several states came to West Jordan. Based on their 
meetings with the residents who were involved 
and their own research, they prepared a plan to 
guide the future development of that part of the 
city. 
What does the plan envision for our main park? 
• The park concept that has been adopted (see 
attached map with legend on back) will soon be 
put into finished form by a landscape architect. 
Currently the park has about 15 acres of green 
space that is not dedicated to organized sports. 
Under the DAT Plan, this will be expanded 
to include more than 60 acres of grass, trees, 
pavilions, a large pond, fountains, pathways, a 
children's playground, an amphitheater, and other 
beautiful features that will be available to all 
residents and families in our community. 
It's been said that the City Council wants to put 
housing in the park. Is that true? 
• No. The DAT Plan calls for about 29 acres of 
mixed-use development south of the park along 
the railroad tracks that run through that area. This 
is the site on which the old sugar factory and its 
lime hills have sat for many decades. The transit-
oriented development will include a mixture of 
civic, commercial, and residential uses. 
• The mixed-use area to the south achieves several 
important purposes. It provides an ongoing revenue 
stream to help develop and maintain our expanded 
city park and lessen the tax burden on residents. It 
supports TRAX while serving as a buffer to protect 
children in the park from the light-rail line. Those 
who shop, work, live, or attend public events in 
the area will help keep the park vibrant and free 
from crime. Also, the mixed-use development will 
provide an economic engine to help drive the 
revitalization of the commercial districts near city 
hall—a central goal of the DAT Plan. According 
to studies commissioned by the City Council, 
without this component the plan will falter, and the 
whole area could remain blighted for many years 
to come. 
Will the plan succeed? 
• Similar plans have met with great success in other 
parts of the United States. Not only does the DAT 
Plan reflect the best thinking of hundreds of West 
Jordan residents, but it is also supported by a 1995 
study made by students from the University of 
Utah, an extensive economic development analysis 
conducted last year by the national consulting 
firm BRW, and a recent professional appraisal 
that recommends this approach as the highest and 
best use of the land. This month, Governor Mike 
Leavitt and Envision Utah are giving the City of 
West Jordan one of the state's highest planning 
awards to recognize our adoption of the DAT 
Plan. 
The DAT Plan is designed to create an attractive and 
enjoyable gathering place in the heart of West Jordan. 
The goal is to provide a viable city center that offers a 
unique environment of upscale shopping, community 
recreation, and a sense of place that will help define 
our city for all who come here. It will also enable us 
to honor the sacrifices and fulfill the vision of former 
city leaders who acquired the property and created the 
dream for a spacious and beautiful city park to serve 
all West Jordan residents and their families. 
1 ^ II 
7800 SOUTH 
i: The Mixed Use land use designation promotes development that combines 
commerctai. office and housing uses in a single building It allows increased development on busier 
streets without fbstenng a stop commercial appearance This development will support transit use, 
provide a buffer between busy streets and residential neighborhoods, and provide new housing 
opportunities in the city The emphasis of the non-residential uses is pnmanly on locally oriented retail, 
service and office uses Development will consist pnmanly of businesses on the ground floor with 
housing on upper stories Mixed Use developments are pedestrian onented with shop fronts 
that are adjacent to the sidewalk and parking that is to the rear or side of the buildings 
,</.»AAA UAV/ pvdiuon. 
Steele was appointed to the posi-
5 City Council on June 19. *Tm 
f to have him... I feel really lucky 
eone with his capabilities,** said 
bers, City Manager. 
comes to West Jordan with 23 
iblic management already under 
our of those years were spent as 
ger in Woodland, Colorado. He 
rked as city manager for Clayton, 
During the last four years Steele 
from Pleasant Grove, Utah to 
lorado where he worked on sev-
; as a land development consult-
istant City Manager Steele's 
nainly be operational. He will 
:s, Facilities, Fleet, Purchasing, 
ement Information Systems 
issisting Leubbers with other 
which x. /hat I was looking for. It [the city] 
has great potential,'* said Steele. 
He received his undergraduate degree 
from Brigham Young University. Steele 
then went on to receive a master's degree in 
public administration from California State 
College, in Long Beach. 
He was born in Salt Lake and raised in 
Southern California. After getting married, 
he returned to Salt Lake. He then spent three 
years in the army and after his discharge 
moved around quite a bit. Now he lives in 
his Pleasant Grove home with his wife 
Sandy and two of his sons. Steele has eight 
children, four girls and four boys. Four of 
his children are married, one is serving a 
mission, and another is attending Utah State 
University. 
Steele is also a grandfather to 10 grand 
children. In the little spare time that he does 
have, he enjoys hiking in the mountains. 
Police Appreciation Week 
August 6-11 
ittemore-Powell 
i annual West Jordan Police 
Week (P.A.W.) is set for Au-
h August 11, in conjunction 
Night Out Against Crime. 
is sponsored by West Jordan 
nonprofit organization com-
en volunteers and the West 
er of Commerce, 
everal objectives that RAW. 
'lieve. First, is to show sup-
it Jordan Police Department. 
Second, is to let criminals know that West 
Jordan citizens are involved in Neighbor-
hood Watch groups and that citizens help to 
be the eyes and ears for the officers. Third, 
is to "build unity throughout the city in be-
half of our police officers," said Mary 
Continued Page 18 "P.A.W." 
authorizes 
digital 
presentation on 
park plan 
by Laura Whittemore-Powell 
On June 19 the City Council, (in a four 
to three vote) authorized a digital presenta-
tion of plans for the Sugar Factory area of 
the City's Main Park by consultants French 
and Associates. 
The Council also approved funding of 
the presentation, up to $20,000, from the 
city's contingency fund. 
French and Associates are the same 
consultants that the City Council chose in 
its June 5 meeting to design the Main City 
Park and the Parks and Trails Master Plan. 
This particular company also designed the 
baseball complex. 
According to Mayor Donna Evans, the 
presentation, which is intended for all citi-
zens, should take place the first or second 
week of August. On June 19 the Council 
directed French and Associates to have the 
presentation ready within this time frame. 
Some Council members are very un-
happy with the decision to authorize (he pre-
sentation. According to Councilwoman 
Continued Page 18 "Park Plan" 
jQ 'irepjof qjnos 
Find Rover and you could win one of our 
Night Out packages for two! Includes 
hotel stay dinner & movie tickets. 
See Page 23 for details and entry form. 
Entries must arrive by Aug 4th* 
J 
August 2001 Page 18 
"ough Neighborhood Watch Coordinators 
the West Jordan Chamber of Commerce. 
Other suggestions to show your appre-
ttion include writing a letter to the Police 
jpartment or driving with your headlights 
during the day throughout the week. 
isinesses and schools can post messages 
thanks on their marquees, and citizens 
l participate in a block party on the Na-
tial Night Out Against Crime and thank 
{officer at the party. 
A Police and Celebrity Softball game 
1 take place at 9:30 a.m. on Saturday, 
gust 11 at Constitution Park, 3200 West 
)0 South. Admission to the game is free. 
A team of West Jordan police officers 
I be playing against a team of local TV 
1 media personalities which will include 
i Zundel from Channel 5; Wesley Ruff 
David Rottman from Channel 4; David 
tes, Chris Dunn, and Tonya Papanikolas 
n Cannel 2; and Mitch English and Rich 
laduce from Channel 30. The master of 
smonies for the evening will be Gentle-
tJimfromKKAT radio. TheUtahStaizz 
mascot will also be there. 
"Nothing to Prove,*1 a local singing 
ip, will perform the national anthem and 
rtain throughout the game. For more 
rmation onP.A.W. and events scheduled 
lg this week, contact Mary Hanson at 
9712 or e-mail her at mhanson5@com. 
rk Plan" From front page 
ilie Argyle, the council violated a 
5*s previous ruling in regards to this 
srty. 'They violated the judge's order 
U Cost You Thousands 
ur Home 
is that each and every one of these 
kes is entirely preventable, 
nswer to this issue, industry insiders 
)repared a free special report entitled 
9 Step System to Get Your Home Sold 
md For Top Dollar." 
can get a free copy of this report by 
I 1-888-906-2468 and entering ID 
. You can call anytime, 24 hours a 
;ven days a week. Call now to find 
w you can get the most out of selling 
ouse. 
r report is courtesy of Scott Silcox, 
Remax Brokers. 
Visit our Website at: 
to not enter into a contract," said Argyle. 
Kevin Watkins, West Jordan City At-
torney, said that the judge allowed the city 
to receive proposals for the property. 
French and Associates will be giving a pre-
sentation for a proposed design. 
Argyle also maintains that the Council 
acted illegally in not obtaining bids for the 
presentation. "The council cannot approve 
any contract over $15,000 without three 
bids," she said. 
Other council members dispute this. 
"The ordinance continues to reads, "Unless 
the purchase is for a specific service," said 
Councilwoman Carolyn Nelson. 
"There's no contract signed yet," said 
Nelson. 
Argyle and other West Jordan citizens 
have been working on an initiative to let the 
voters decide the fate of the main park and 
sugar factory property. "It will definitely 
go on the ballot," said Argyle. 
The initiative has gone to the county to 
have all the registered voters counted who 
signed the petition for this initiative. The 
required percentage of voters to approve the 
initiative to go to the ballot is 12 percent 
of the voters who voted in the last election 
for governor, equally distributed among the 
four council districts, according to City Re-
corder Melanie Briggs. According to Argyle 
the group has collected 22 percent (but not 
equally distributed between the districts). 
"The people want to vote on this issue. 
The tax payers have spoken," said Argyle. 
"This presentation wilt be very one 
sided...It's a waste of taxpayers dollars," 
said Argyle. 
Councilman Andrew Allison disagrees, 
claiming that the presentation will be very 
valuable. "The reason we voted for the pre-
sentation is to help educate citizens about 
the DAT plan and also to counterbalance the 
misunderstandings in regards to the petition 
drive," he said. 
"Matheson" From page 4 
tricts... it really shouldn't be about me. I re-
ally don't think it should be about partisan-
ship. I think it should be about the people 
living in these different areas, and should 
they have the divided representation or 
should they have a unified representation." 
Between 1990 and 2000, all three Utah 
congressional districts grew, but the second 
about 740,000 people. Salt Lake county is 
already divided between the second and 
third districts, and to Matheson, the obvi-
ous, simple answer for redistricting is to add 
the needed 40,000 people to the second dis-
trict from within the Salt Lake valley. "I 
don't really care, in terms of where (the other 
40,000) comes from. I just think that the 
notion of maintaining some kind of stabil-
ity in the electorate and not having people 
moved around every ten years as to who's 
representing them is a good thing. I think 
we have a problem in our society today any-
way, people feel less engaged with their rep-
resentation, with their elected officials. 
Moving people around and having a lack of 
stability in terms of where districts are just 
contributes to that lack of feeling engaged.** 
Salt Lake Valley has a lot of common 
interests among the municipalities located 
here, interests that are different from much 
of the rest of the state, Matheson said. "I 
just question the appropriateness of break-
ing it up." He noted the state legislature will 
decide how the districts will be redrawn in 
a special session this September. 
"The comments from people around the 
state have been interesting so far," he said. 
"If you get away from all the people who 
are actively involved in the partisan poli-
tics, most people take the attitude of why 
mix it up, why not do something fair/* 
Matheson said he's discovered since being 
elected that the general public is usually a 
couple of steps ahead of the elected offi-
cials on issues. "On this one, I just think the 
public rejects this notion of being overtly 
partisan and playing games. They want 
something that makes sense, a common 
sense solution." 
Matheson takes the title of Represen-
tative literally, and is very pleased with the 
amount of communication he has with 
people living in the second district, enabling 
him to represent local interests. His office 
logs and responds to every constituent com-
munication, whether it is sent as a letter, fax, 
or email. The end of June marked the 10-
thousandth communication from his con-
stituents in six months. "I hear a lot from 
my district. I think I hear more from my dis-
trict than a lot of members of congress. I 
think it's great. I really value that a lot" 
In addition to communicating with 
mayors and city councilmen in the valley, 
Matheson Tegularly holds town meetings 
I West Jordan City's] 
Good 
Neighbor 
News 
See Page 5 & 6 
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Other Headlines: 
- Page 2 - Citfoen of the -year 
announced 
- Page 2 - Fire station joins 
Project Safe Place 
- Page 14 - City works towards 
a TRAX station 
'- Page 20 - Crime Line is a 
T success 
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West Jordan City hires new assistant manager 
Receives Sister 
City Award 
by Laura Whittemore-Powell 
Sister City International will be honor-
ing West Jordan's Sister City program with 
an Innovation Award for Public Safety Pro-, 
gram, in Atlanta, Georgia, Friday, July 27. 
The award recognizes three different 
police and fire exchanges between West 
Jordan City and its sister city of Votkinsk, 
Russia Delegates from Votkinsk came to 
West Jordan in March 2000. In September 
2000 and March 2001, delegations from 
West Jordan, traveled to Votkinsk. 
The police department studied issues 
such as crime prevention, education, domes-
tic violence, courts and prisons, and inves-
tigations in both cities. The fire department 
was able to discuss and study items such as 
training and tactics, fire response, invests 
fp&tofift, wsssssssastsj outreach, and commu-
nication 
^AsststantCi?f Moiwigtr Tom Swelt 
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(801) 326-0222 
FAX (801) 326-0223 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, 
STATE OF UTAH, SALT LAKE COUTY, SANDY DEPARTMENT 
ROBERT C. SHIPMAN; KATHLEEN M. 
ROLLMAN; DALE SWEAT, Individually And 
For And On Behalf Of WEST JORDAN CITY, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
DONNA EVANS, Mayor of West Jordan City; 
DONNA EVANS, an individual; ANDREW 
ALLISION, West Jordan City Council Member; 
ANDREW ALLISON, an individual; LYLE 
SUMMERS, West Jordan City Council Member; 
LYLE SUMMERS, an individual; CAROLYN 
NELSON, West Jordan City Council Member; 
CAROLYN NELSON, an individual. 
Defendants, 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
ROBERT C. SHIPMAN 
Civil No. 
Judge Denise Lindberg 
Affiant, Robert C. Shipman, being first sworn deposes and says: 
1. I am the Chairman of the West Jordan City Parks and Recreation 
Committee Council and a resident and property owner within West Jordan City. 
2. On May 1, 2001, the Defendants, comprising the majority of votes on the 
West Jordan City Council, voted 4-3 to purportedly amend the General Plan (the 
"Amendment") for the city-owned property acquired, zoned, and master planned for 
expansion of the Main City Park (Main Park Property) from P-F (Public 
Facility/recreational use) to commercial and high-density residential. 
3. The Main Park Property in question was acquired by the City from the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in or about 1991 for the express purpose of 
expanding the Main City Park. 
4. On or about February 7, 1995 the Main Park Master Plan was approved by 
the West Jordan City Council providing for expansion of the Main City Park on and 
throughout the Main Park Property in question. 
5. This 1995 Main Park Master Plan has, to my knowledge, never been 
revoked or amended since its adoption on a 6-0 vote by the City Council. 
6. In direct furtherance of the Main Park Master Plan, the City has spent 
several million dollars modifying and enhancing the Main City Park. 
7. On April 18, 2001, The West Jordan Planning and Zoning Commission 
held a public hearing on competing plans with respect to development of the Main City 
Park and the Main Park Property in question. 
8. I, along with Glen Moosman and Ken Ivory, made a presentation to the 
Planning Commission of the Parks and Recreation Committee's plans and 
recommendations for the development of the Main City Park and the Main Park Property 
in question, which was essentially to continue with the 1995 Main Park Master Plan but 
with the option for limited commercial as an amenity for an eventual light rail station, 
(the "Parks &Rec Plan"). 
9. The Planning Commission approved of Parks & Rec Plan on a vote of 4-0 
and forwarded to the City Council its recommendation of the the "Parks & Rec Plan. 
10. The Planning Commission also rejected on a 4-0 vote the DAT 
Committee Plan which seeks the high-density and commercial development of the Main 
Park Property (the "DAT Plan") under a "mixed-use" zone, which does not presently 
exist under the West Jordan Unified Development Code (WJUDC) and according to 
design criteria which does not exist. 
11. At the May 1,2001 City Council Meeting and public hearing noticed to 
hear not the Parks & Rec Plan approved by the Planning Commission but the DAT Plan 
which the Planning Commission had rejected on a 4-0 vote, Defendants refused to hear 
presentations of the Parks and Recreation Committee or to hold a public hearing on the 
Parks & Rec Plan which was recommended to the City Council by the Planning 
Commission. 
12. The representatives of the Parks and Recreation Committee were present 
and prepared to make presentations at the May 1,2001 City Council Meeting and Public 
Hearing. 
13. Defendants ignored, refused to recognize, and refused to respond to 
repeated legal inquiries of representatives of the Parks and Recreation Committee, Ken 
Ivory, and other citizens, regarding why Defendants would not permit the Parks and 
Recreation Committee and its representatives to present information they had prepared to 
the City Council regarding the Parks & Rec Plan forward to the City Council by the 
Planning Commission. 
14. Rather than respond to the legal inquiries of the representative of the Parks 
and Recreation Committee, Defendants had two police officers forcibly remove the 
representative of the Parks and Recreations Committee from the City Council Chambers 
and barred this representative from the remainder of the public hearing and City Council 
meeting. 
15. Councilmember Natalie Argyle requested that the Parks and Recreation 
Committee be given the opportunity to present the information it had prepared, but the 
Defendants, comprising the majority of votes on the City Council, denied her request. 
16. Defendant, Mayor Donna Evans, repeatedly indicated during the May 1, 
2001 Public Hearing that the Parks and Recreation Committee was trying to wrongfully 
insert itself at the last minute into the City Council Agenda, that the Parks and Recreation 
Committee had not followed proper procedures to have the Parks & Rec Plan heard by 
the City Council. 
17. This is plainly false. In response to a challenge from Councilmember 
Allison at a City Council meeting and Public Hearing on November 21,2000 to citizens 
to not just complain about the DAT Plan but to offer a better plan if we had one, the 
Parks and Recreation Committee we before the General Plan Committee and, as 
previously mentioned, made presentations to the Planning Commission, which approved 
the Parks & Rec Plan at a public hearing on April 18, 2001 on a vote of 4-0. 
18. The Planning Commission then forwarded its recommendation of the 
Parks & Rec Plan to the City Council, which, under the control of the Defendants, 
refused to hear any information from the Parks and Recreation Committee and had its 
representative forcibly removed from the public hearing for refusing to yield the floor 
until he was given a answer as to why the Parks and Recreation Committee would not be 
entitled to make its presentations under the laws of West Jordan City. 
19. The Defendants, having stifled in put from the Parks and Recreation 
Committee, submitted to a vote and voted to purportedly amend the General Plan 
adopting the DAT Plan. 
20. Just prior to Defendants submitting the DAT Plan to a vote, Mayor Evans 
chastised the citizens at the public hearing for thinking that they knew more than the 
"experts" hired by the City what should be done with the Main Park Property. 
21. Presently, West Jordan citizens, myself included, have collected, and are 
continuing to collect, several thousands of signatures for an initiative to be placed on 
November 2001 ballot permitting the voters of West Jordan City to decide if a Main Park 
Preservation Area should be established whereby any Main Park Property shall not be 
sold or otherwise disposed of without a 2/3 vote of the City Council and a majority of the 
voters of West Jordan City. 
22. In reliance on the purported Amendment, Defendants are presently taking 
actions in furtherance of such purported Amendment such as the (a) consideration of 
letting out contracts for the development of Main Park as reduced in size by the purported 
Amendment; and (b) preparing and issuing requests for proposals for the high-density 
and commercial developed of the Main Park Property under a "mixed-use" zoning 
scheme which does not presently exist under the WJUDC and subject to design criteria 
which presently does not exist under WJUDC or City Resolutions. 
23. If such actions are not enjoined pending the proper notice and conduct of a 
public hearing on the Parks & Rec Plan forwarded to the City Council by the Planning 
Commission and approval of any amendment to the General Plan only upon the proper 
satisfaction of the mandatory elements for the same set forth in WJUDC, the damage to 
the City and the citizens and the Main City Park will likely be irreparable. 
24. Defendants will not be damaged by having to properly comply with the 
notice and public hearing requirements of the WJUDC and the laws of the state of Utah. 
25. This matter is of great public importance and public policy, which 
supports the proper notice and conduct of public hearings, particularly for action that 
involves public lands and matters of great public trust, such as the development of the 
Main Park for which both public officials and citizens have made many personal 
sacrifices over many decades in order to acquire, develop and preserve property for the 
Main City Park. 
FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 
DATED this 9th day of May, 2001. 
&M 
Robert C. Shipman, Affiant 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this J^h day of May, 2001. 
btary public signature and seal) 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
JEFF ISAACSON 
895 West Baxter Or. 
So Jordan, UT 84095 
COMMISSION EXPIRES 
FEB 20, 2005 
STATE OF UTAH 
TabP 
KENNETH R. IVORY 
BAR No. 8393 
895 WEST BAXTER DR. 
SOUTH JORDAN, UTAH 84095 
(801) 326-0222 
FAX (801)326-0223 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, 
STATE OF UTAH, SALT LAKE COUTY, SANDY DEPARTMENT 
ROBERT C. SHIPMAN; KATHLEEN M. 
ROLLMAN; DALE SWEAT, Individually And 
For And On Behalf Of WEST JORDAN CITY, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
DONNA EVANS, Mayor of West Jordan City; 
DONNA EVANS, an individual; ANDREW 
ALLISION, West Jordan City Council Member; 
ANDREW ALLISON, an individual; LYLE 
SUMMERS, West Jordan City Council Member; 
LYLE SUMMERS, an individual; CAROLYN 
NELSON, West Jordan City Council Member; 
CAROLYN NELSON, an individual. 
Defendants, 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
KATHLEEN M. ROLLMAN 
Civil No. 
Judge Denise Lindberg 
Affiant, Kathleen M. Rollman, being first sworn deposes and says: 
1. I am a member of the West Jordan City Parks and Recreation Committee 
Council and a resident and property owner within West Jordan City. 
2. On May 1,2001, the Defendants, comprising the majority of votes on the 
West Jordan City Council, voted 4-3 to purportedly amend the General Plan (the 
"Amendment") for the city-owned property acquired, zoned, and master planned for 
expansion of the Main City Park (Main Park Property) from P-F (Public 
Facility/recreational use) to commercial and high-density residential 
3. The Main Park Property in question was acquired by the City from the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in or about 1991 for the express purpose of 
expanding the Main City Park. 
4. On or about February 7,1995 the Main Park Master Plan was approved by 
the West Jordan City Council providing for expansion of the Main City Park on and 
throughout the Main Park Property in question. 
5. This 1995 Main Park Master Plan has, to my knowledge, never been 
revoked or amended since its adoption on a 6-0 vote by the City Council. 
6. In direct furtherance of the Main Park Master Plan, the City has spent 
several million dollars modifying and enhancing the Main City Park. 
7. On April 18,2001, The West Jordan Planning and Zoning Commission 
held a public hearing on competing plans with respect to development of the Main City 
Park and the Main Park Property in question. 
8. I, along with Glen Moosman and Ken Ivory, made a presentation to the 
Planning Commission of the Parks and Recreation Committee's plans and 
recommendations for the development of the Main City Park and the Main Park Property 
in question, which was essentially to continue with the 1995 Main Park Master Plan but 
with the option for limited commercial as an amenity for an eventual light rail station, 
(the "Parks & Rec Plan"). 
9. The Planning Commission approved of Parks & Rec Plan on a vote of 4-0 
and forwarded to the City Council its recommendation of the the "Parks & Rec Plan. 
10. The Planning Commission also rejected on a 4-0 vote the DAT 
Committee Plan which seeks the high-density and commercial development of the Main 
Park Property (the "DAT Plan") under a "mixed-use" zone, which does not presently 
exist under the West Jordan Unified Development Code (WJUDC) and according to 
design criteria which does not exist. 
11. At the May 1, 2001 City Council Meeting and public hearing noticed to 
hear not the Parks & Rec Plan approved by the Planning Commission but the DAT Plan 
which the Planning Commission had rejected on a 4-0 vote, Defendants refused to hear 
presentations of the Parks and Recreation Committee or to hold a public hearing on the 
Parks & Rec Plan which was recommended to the City Council by the Planning 
Commission. 
12. The representatives of the Parks and Recreation Committee were present 
and prepared to make presentations at the May 1, 2001 City Council Meeting and Public 
Hearing. 
13. Defendants ignored, refused to recognize, and refused to respond to 
repeated legal inquiries of representatives of the Parks and Recreation Committee, Ken 
Ivory, and other citizens, regarding why Defendants would not permit the Parks and 
Recreation Committee and its representatives to present information they had prepared to 
the City Council regarding the Parks & Rec Plan forward to the City Council by the 
Planning Commissioa 
14. Rather than respond to the legal inquiries of the representative of the Parks 
and Recreation Committee, Defendants had two police officers forcibly remove the 
representative of the Parks and Recreations Committee from the City Council Chambers 
and barred this representative from the remainder of the public hearing and City Council 
meeting. 
15. Councilmember Natalie Argyle requested that the Parks and Recreation 
Committee be given the opportunity to present the information it had prepared, but the 
Defendants, comprising the majority of votes on the City Council, denied her request. 
16. Defendant, Mayor Donna Evans, repeatedly indicated during the May 1, 
2001 Public Hearing that the Parks and Recreation Committee was trying to wrongfully 
insert itself at the last minute into the City Council Agenda, that the Parks and Recreation 
Committee had not followed proper procedures to have the Parks & Rec Plan heard by 
the City Council. 
17. This is plainly false. In response to a challenge from Councilmember 
Allison at a City Council meeting and Public Hearing on November 21,2000 to citizens 
to not just complain about the DAT Plan but to offer a better plan if we had one, the 
Parks and Recreation Committee we before the General Plan Committee and, as 
previously mentioned, made presentations to the Planning Commission, which approved 
the Parks & Rec Plan at a public hearing on April 18, 2001 on a vote of 4-0. 
18. The Planning Commission then forwarded its recommendation of the 
Parks & Rec Plan to the City Council, which, under the control of the Defendants, 
refused to hear any information from the Parks and Recreation Committee and had its 
representative forcibly removed from the public hearing for refusing to yield the floor 
until he was given a answer as to why the Parks and Recreation Committee would not be 
entitled to make its presentations under the laws of West Jordan City. 
19. The Defendants, having stifled in put from the Parks and Recreation 
Committee, submitted to a vote and voted to purportedly amend the General Plan 
adopting the DAT Plan. 
20. Just prior to Defendants submitting the DAT Plan to a vote, Mayor Evans 
chastised the citizens at the public hearing for thinking that they knew more than the 
"experts" hired by the City what should be done with the Main Park Property. 
21. Presently, West Jordan citizens, myself included, have collected, and are 
continuing to collect, several thousands of signatures for an initiative to be placed on 
November 2001 ballot permitting the voters of West Jordan City to decide if a Main Park 
Preservation Area should be established whereby any Main Park Property shall not be 
sold or otherwise disposed of without a 2/3 vote of the City Council and a majority of the 
voters of West Jordan City. 
22. In reliance on the purported Amendment, Defendants are presently taking 
actions in furtherance of such purported Amendment such as the (a) consideration of 
letting out contracts for the development of Main Park as reduced in size by the purported 
Amendment; and (b) preparing and issuing requests for proposals for the high-density 
and commercial developed of the Main Park Property under a "mixed-use" zoning 
scheme which does not presently exist under the WJUDC and subject to design criteria 
which presently does not exist under WJUDC or City Resolutions. 
23. If such actions are not enjoined pending the proper notice and conduct of a 
public hearing on the Parks & Rec Plan forwarded to the City Council by the Planning 
Commission and approval of any amendment to the General Plan only upon the proper 
satisfaction of the mandatory elements for the same set forth in WJUDC, the damage to 
the City and the citizens and the Main City Park will likely be irreparable. 
24. Defendants will not be damaged by having to properly comply with the 
notice and public hearing requirements of the WJUDC and the laws of the state of Utah. 
25. This matter is of great public importance and public policy, which 
supports the proper notice and conduct of public hearings, particularly for action that 
involves public lands and matters of great public trust, such as the development of the 
Main Park for which both public officials and citizens have made many personal 
sacrifices over many decades in order to acquire, develop and preserve property for the 
Main City Park. 
FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 
DATED this 9th day of May, 2001. 
lman, Affiant 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this c\ th day of May, 2001. 
(Notary public sii Xo\&% public signature and seal) 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
JEFF ISAACSON 
89S West Baxter Dr. 
So. Jordan. UT 84095 
COMMISSION EXPIRES 
FEB. 20, 2005 
STATE OF UTAH 
TabQ 
KENNETH R. IVORY 
BAR No. 8393 
895 WEST BAXTER DR. 
SOUTH JORDAN, UTAH 84095 
(801) 326-0222 
FAX (801) 326-0223 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, 
STATE OF UTAH, SALT LAKE COUTY, SANDY DEPARTMENT 
ROBERT C. SHIPMAN; KATHLEEN M. 
ROLLMAN; DALE SWEAT, Individually And 
For And On Behalf Of WEST JORDAN CITY, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
DONNA EVANS, Mayor of West Jordan City; 
DONNA EVANS, an individual; ANDREW 
ALLISION, West Jordan City Council Member; 
ANDREW ALLISON, an individual; LYLE 
SUMMERS, West Jordan City Council Member; 
LYLE SUMMERS, an individual; CAROLYN 
NELSON, West Jordan City Council Member; 
CAROLYN NELSON, an individual. 
Defendants, 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
DALE SWEAT 
Civil No. 
Judge Denise Lindberg 
Affiant, Dale Sweat, being first sworn deposes and says: 
1. I am a present member and the Past Chairman and present Vice-Chairman 
of the West Jordan City Parks and Recreation Committee Council and a resident and 
property owner within West Jordan City. 
2. On May 1, 2001, the Defendants, comprising the majority of votes on the 
West Jordan City Council, voted 4-3 to purportedly amend the General Plan (the 
"Amendment") for the city-owned property acquired, zoned, and master planned for 
expansion of the Main City Park (Main Park Property) from P-F (Public 
Facility/recreational use) to commercial and high-density residential. 
3. The Main Park Property in question was acquired by the City from the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in or about 1991 for the express purpose of 
expanding the Main City Park. 
4. On or about February 7, 1995 the Main Park Master Plan was approved by 
the West Jordan City Council providing for expansion of the Main City Park on and 
throughout the Main Park Property in question. 
5. This 1995 Main Park Master Plan has, to my knowledge, never been 
revoked or amended since its adoption on a 6-0 vote by the City Council. 
I 
6. In direct furtherance of the Main Park Master Plan, the City has spent 
several million dollars modifying and enhancing the Main City Park. 
7. On April 18, 2001, The West Jordan Planning and Zoning Commission 
held a public hearing on competing plans with respect to development of the Main City 
Park and the Main Park Property in question. 
8. I, along with Glen Moosman and Ken Ivory, made a presentation to the 
Planning Commission of the Parks and Recreation Committee's plans and 
recommendations for the development of the Main City Park and the Main Park Property 
in question, which was essentially to continue with the 1995 Main Park Master Plan but 
with the option for limited commercial as an amenity for an eventual light rail station. 
<the "Parks &Rec Plan"). 
9- The Planning Commission approved of Parks & Rec Plan on a vote of 4-0 
and forwarded to the City Council its recommendation of the the 'Tarks & Rec Plan. 
10. The Planning Commission also rejected on a 4-0 vote the DAT 
Committee Plan which seeks the high-density and commercial development of the Main 
Park Property (the "DAT Plan") under a "mixed-use" zone, which does not presently 
exist under the West Jordan Unified Development Code (WJUDC) and according to 
design criteria which does not exist. 
11. At the May 1, 2001 City Council Meeting and public hearing noticed to 
hear not the Parks & Rec Plan approved by the Planning Commission but the DAT Plan 
which the Planning Commission had rejected on a 4-0 vote, Defendants refused to hear 
presentations of the Parks and Recreation Committee or to hold a public hearing on the 
Parks & Rec Plan which was recommended to the City Council by the Planning 
Commission. 
12. The representatives of the Parks and Recreation Committee were present 
and prepared to make presentations at the May 1,2001 City Council Meeting and Public 
Hearing. 
13. Defendants ignored, refused to recognize, and refused to respond to 
repeated legal inquiries of representatives of the Parks and Recreation Committee, Ken 
Ivory, and other citizens, regarding why Defendants would not permit the Parks and 
Recreation Committee and its representatives to present information they had prepared to 
the City Council regarding the Parks & Rec Plan forward to the City Council by the 
Planning Commission. 
14. Rather than respond to the legal inquiries of the representative of the Parks 
and Recreation Committee, Defendants had two police officers forcibly remove the 
representative of the Parks and Recreations Committee from the City Council Chambers 
and barred this representative from the remainder of the public hearing and City Council 
meeting. 
15. Councilmember Natalie Argyle requested that the Parks and Recreation 
Committee be given the opportunity to present the information it had prepared, but the 
Defendants, comprising the majority of votes on the City Council, denied her request. 
16. Defendant, Mayor Donna Evans, repeatedly indicated during the May 1, 
2001 Public Hearing that the Parks and Recreation Committee was trying to wrongfully 
insert itself at the last minute into the City Council Agenda, that the Parks and Recreation 
Committee had not followed proper procedures to have the Parks & Rec Plan heard by 
the City Council. 
17. This is plainly false. In response to a challenge from Councilmember 
Allison at a City Council meeting and Public Hearing on November 21, 2000 to citizens 
to not just complain about the DAT Plan but to offer a better plan if we had one, the 
Parks and Recreation Committee we before the General Plan Committee and, as 
previously mentioned, made presentations to the Planning Commission, which approved 
the Parks & Rec Plan at a public hearing on April 18, 2001 on a vote of 4-0. 
18. The Planning Commission then forwarded its recommendation of the 
Parks & Rec Plan to the City Council, which, under the control of the Defendants, 
refused to hear any information from the Parks and Recreation Committee and had its 
representative forcibly removed from the public hearing for refusing to yield the floor 
until he was given a answer as to why the Parks and Recreation Committee would not be 
entitled to make its presentations under the laws of West Jordan City. 
19. The Defendants, having stifled in put from the Parks and Recreation 
Committee, submitted to a vote and voted to purportedly amend the General Plan 
adopting the DAT Plan. 
20. Just prior to Defendants submitting the DAT Plan to a vote, Mayor Evans 
chastised the citizens at the public hearing for thinking that they knew more than the 
"experts" hired by the City what should be done with the Main Park Property. 
21. Presently, West Jordan citizens, myself included, have collected, and are 
continuing to collect, several thousands of signatures for an initiative to be placed on 
November 2001 ballot permitting the voters of West Jordan City to decide if a Main Park 
Preservation Area should be established whereby any Main Park Property shall not be 
sold or otherwise disposed of without a 2/3 vote of the City Council and a majority of the 
voters of West Jordan City. 
22. In reliance on the purported Amendment, Defendants are presently taking 
actions in furtherance of such purported Amendment such as the (a) consideration of 
letting out contracts for the development of Main Park as reduced in size by the purported 
Amendment; and (b) preparing and issuing requests for proposals for the high-density 
and commercial developed of the Main Park Property under a "mixed-use" zoning 
scheme which does not presently exist under the WJUDC and subject to design criteria 
which presently does not exist under WJUDC or City Resolutions. 
23. If such actions are not enjoined pending the proper notice and conduct of a 
public hearing on the Parks & Rec Plan forwarded to the City Council by the Planning 
Commission and approval of any amendment to the General Plan only upon the proper 
satisfaction of the mandatory elements for the same set forth in WJUDC, the damage to 
the City and the citizens and the Main City Park will likely be irreparable. 
24. Defendants will not be damaged by having to properly comply with the 
notice and public hearing requirements of the WJUDC and the laws of the state of Utah. 
25. This matter is of great public importance and public policy, which 
supports the proper notice and conduct of public hearings, particularly for action that 
involves public lands and matters of great public trust, such as the development of the 
Main Park for which both public officials and citizens have made many personal 
sacrifices over many decades in order to acquire, develop and preserve property for the 
Main City Park. 
FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 
DATED this 9th day of May, 2001. 
Dale Sweat, Affiant 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this _?_th day of May, 2001. 
ir*pCrir€&£2-' ^ t^^ 
(N^faiy public signature and seal) 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
)BfF ISAACSON 
895 West Baxter Or 
So Jordan. UT 84095 
COMMISSION EXPIRES 
FEB 20, 2005 
STATE OF UTAH 
TabR 
KENNETH R. IVORY 
BAR No. 8393 
895 WEST BAXTER DR. 
SOUTH JORDAN, UTAH 84095 
(801) 326-0222 
FAX (801) 326-0223 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFFS 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, 
STATE OF UTAH, SALT LAKE COUTY, SANDY DEPARTMENT 
ROBERT C. SHTPMAN; KATHLEEN M. 
ROLLMAN; DALE SWEAT, Individually And 
For And On Behalf Of WEST JORDAN CITY, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
DONNA EVANS, Mayor of West Jordan City; 
DONNA EVANS, an individual; ANDREW 
ALLISION, West Jordan City Council Member; 
ANDREW ALLISON, an individual; LYLE 
SUMMERS, West Jordan City Council Member; 
LYLE SUMMERS, an individual; CAROLYN 
NELSON, West Jordan City Council Member; 
CAROLYN NELSON, an individual. 
Defendants, 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
KENNETH R. IVORY 
Civil No. 010405169 
Judge Denise Lindberg 
Affiant, Kenneth R. Ivory, being first sworn deposes and says: 
1. I am counsel for Plaintiffs in the above-captioned action. 
2. On June 19,2001, the Defendants, comprising the majority of votes on the 
West Jordan City Council, voted 4-3 to approve a contract with French and Associates 
for the DAT Plan design of the Sugar Factory Property in dispute in this action. 
3. I received no notice from Defendants or their counsel at any time prior to 
the time that this action was taken by Defendants on the Sugar Factory property in 
question in this aciton. 
FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 
DATED this 26th day of July, 2001. 
^Affiant 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 26th day of July, 2001. 
signature and seal) 
r s*m>>s. 
™M 
^$*zW 
i ^z&s 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
JEFF ISAACSON 
895 West Baxter Dr. 
So. Jordan, UT 84095 
COMMISSION EXPIRES 
FEB. 20, 2005 
STATE OF UTAH 
TabS 
KENNETH R. IVORY 
BAR No. 8393 
895 WEST BAXTER DR. 
SOUTH JORDAN, UTAH 84095 
(801) 326-0222 
FAX (801)326-0223 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFFS 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, 
STATE OF UTAH, SALT LAKE COUTY, SANDY DEPARTMENT 
ROBERT C. SHIPMAN; KATHLEEN M. 
ROLLMAN; DALE SWEAT, Individually And 
For And On Behalf Of WEST JORDAN CITY, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
DONNA EVANS, Mayor of West Jordan City; 
DONNA EVANS, an individual; ANDREW 
ALLISION, West Jordan City Council Member; 
ANDREW ALLISON, an individual; LYLE 
SUMMERS, West Jordan City Council Member; 
LYLE SUMMERS, an individual; CAROLYN 
NELSON, West Jordan City Council Member; 
CAROLYN NELSON, an individual. 
Defendants, 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
KENNETH R. IVORY 
Civil No. 010405169 
Judge Denise Lindberg 
Affiant, Kenneth R. Ivory, being first sworn deposes and says: 
1. Affiant is counsel for Plaintiffs in the above-captioned action. 
2. On November 28, 2001, Affiant represented Plaintiffs in the above-captioned 
matter at the hearing on the Order to Show Cause Why Defendants Should Not Be Held In 
Contempt of Court (the Contempt Hearing) for violating the Defendants' in-court stipulation and 
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the court's subsequent order based thereon with respect to Plaintiffs' earlier motion for 
temporary restraining order against Defendants (the TRO Order). 
3. Following the hearing, the judge called counsel for Plaintiffs and Defendants to 
the bench. 
4. Off the record, the judge expressed to counsel for the parties that she believed that 
Defendants intended to violate or intentionally violated the TRO Order. 
5. The judge expressed that it was out of deference to a legislative body she did not 
hold Defendants in contempt. 
6. At the risk of displeasing the court with this affidavit, Plaintiffs have been 
afforded no opportunity to conduct discovery to present evidence in support it their claims to the 
court, wherefore, Affiant presents this affidavit as the best evidence available to Plaintiffs to 
afford the Plaintiffs an opportunity for reconsideration by this court and a meaningful appellate 
review, as may be required. 
7. Further, at the Contempt Hearing, the court summarily dismissed Plaintiffs' entire 
case. 
8. Plaintiffs, by and through Affiant, received no notice of a hearing to dismiss 
Plaintiffs' case or a motion for summary judgment on all issues remaining in the case. 
9. Plaintiffs, by and through Affiant, received no motion to dismiss or motion for 
summary judgment from Defendants nor any memorandum of points and authorities in support 
of either styled motion. 
10. Wherefore, Plaintiffs have not had the opportunity to respond to any "motion" to 
dismiss their entire case or for summary judgment or all remaining issues in the case. 
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11. Plaintiffs, despite the exercise of all reasonable diligence, have not been given the 
opportunity to conduct discovery before this action was summarily dismissed. 
12. Wherefore, Plaintiffs have not had the opportunity to present facts essential to 
justify their opposition to the Defendants' or the Court's motion to dismiss or for summary 
judgment as conducted without notice to Plaintiffs on November 28, 2001 Contempt Hearing nor 
have Plaintiffs been otherwise afforded the opportunity to marshal evidence through discovery 
in support of their underlying claims in this action. 
13. Wherefore, Plaintiffs seek an adequate opportunity for discovery under 
U.R.Civ.P. 56(f). 
FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 
DATED December 10,2001. 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Subscribed and sworn to before me December 10, 2001. 
CAQ/HA/ 
(Notary public signature and seal) 
LAN! WILLIS 
mURYPUauC'STATBQFUTAH 
10996 SO. REDWOOD RD, 
SOUTH JORDAN, UT. 840SS 
COW. EXP. 10-21-2003 
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